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Virtualizing Reconfigurable Architectures: From Fpgas To Beyond
Abstract
With field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) being widely deployed in data centers to enhance the
computing performance, an efficient virtualization support is required to fully unleash the potential of
cloud FPGAs. However, the system support for FPGAs in the context of the cloud environment is still in its
infancy, which leads to a low resource utilization due to the tight coupling between compilation and
resource allocation. Moreover, the system support proposed in existing works is limited to a
homogeneous FPGA cluster comprising identical FPGA devices, which is hard to be extended to a
heterogeneous FPGA cluster that comprises multiple types of FPGAs. As the FPGA cloud is expected to
become increasingly heterogeneous due to the hardware rolling upgrade strategy, it is necessary to
provide efficient virtualization support for the heterogeneous FPGA cluster.
In this dissertation, we first identify three pairs of conflicting requirements from runtime management and
offline compilation, which are related to the tradeoff between flexibility and efficiency. These conflicting
requirements are the fundamental reason why the single-level abstraction proposed in prior works for the
homogeneous FPGA cluster cannot be trivially extended to the heterogeneous cluster. To decouple these
conflicting requirements, we provide a two-level system abstraction. Specifically, the high-level
abstraction is FPGA-agnostic and provides a simple and homogeneous view of the FPGA resources to
simplify the runtime management and maximize the flexibility. On the contrary, the low-level abstraction is
FPGA-specific and exposes sufficient low-level hardware details to the compilation framework to ensure
the mapping quality and maximize the efficiency. This generic two-level system abstraction can also be
specialized to the homogeneous FPGA cluster and/or be extended to leverage application-specific
information to further improve the efficiency. We also develop a compilation framework and a modular
runtime system with a heuristic-based runtime management policy to support this two-level system
abstraction. By enabling a dynamic FPGA sharing at the sub-FPGA granularity, the proposed virtualization
solution can deploy 1.62x more applications using the same amount of FPGA resources and reduce the
compilation time by 22.6% (perform as many compilation tasks in parallel as possible) with an acceptable
virtualization overhead, i.e.,
Finally, we use Liquid Silicon as a case study to show that the proposed virtualization solution can be
extended to other spatial reconfigurable architectures. Liquid Silicon is a homogeneous reconfigurable
architecture enabled by the non-volatile memory technology (i.e., RRAM). It extends the configuration
capability of existing FPGAs from computation to the whole spectrum ranging from computation to data
storage. It allows users to better customize hardware by flexibly partitioning hardware resources between
computation and memory based on the actual usage. Instead of naively applying the proposed
virtualization solution onto Liquid Silicon, we co-optimize the system abstraction and Liquid Silicon
architecture to improve the performance.
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ABSTRACT
VIRTUALIZING RECONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURES:
FROM FPGAS TO BEYOND
Yue Zha
Jing Li
With field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) being widely deployed in data centers
to enhance the computing performance, an efficient virtualization support is required to
fully unleash the potential of cloud FPGAs. However, the system support for FPGAs in
the context of the cloud environment is still in its infancy, which leads to a low resource
utilization due to the tight coupling between compilation and resource allocation. Moreover,
the system support proposed in existing works is limited to a homogeneous FPGA cluster
comprising identical FPGA devices, which is hard to be extended to a heterogeneous FPGA
cluster that comprises multiple types of FPGAs. As the FPGA cloud is expected to become
increasingly heterogeneous due to the hardware rolling upgrade strategy, it is necessary to
provide efficient virtualization support for the heterogeneous FPGA cluster.
In this dissertation, we first identify three pairs of conflicting requirements from runtime
management and offline compilation, which are related to the tradeoff between flexibility
and efficiency. These conflicting requirements are the fundamental reason why the singlelevel abstraction proposed in prior works for the homogeneous FPGA cluster cannot be
trivially extended to the heterogeneous cluster. To decouple these conflicting requirements,
we provide a two-level system abstraction. Specifically, the high-level abstraction is FPGAagnostic and provides a simple and homogeneous view of the FPGA resources to simplify the
runtime management and maximize the flexibility. On the contrary, the low-level abstraction is FPGA-specific and exposes sufficient low-level hardware details to the compilation
framework to ensure the mapping quality and maximize the efficiency. This generic twolevel system abstraction can also be specialized to the homogeneous FPGA cluster and/or be
extended to leverage application-specific information to further improve the efficiency. We
iv

also develop a compilation framework and a modular runtime system with a heuristic-based
runtime management policy to support this two-level system abstraction. By enabling a
dynamic FPGA sharing at the sub-FPGA granularity, the proposed virtualization solution
can deploy 1.62× more applications using the same amount of FPGA resources and reduce
the compilation time by 22.6% (perform as many compilation tasks in parallel as possible)
with an acceptable virtualization overhead, i.e., < 10% degradation in single application’s
performance.
Finally, we use Liquid Silicon as a case study to show that the proposed virtualization
solution can be extended to other spatial reconfigurable architectures. Liquid Silicon is a
homogeneous reconfigurable architecture enabled by the non-volatile memory technology
(i.e., RRAM). It extends the configuration capability of existing FPGAs from computation
to the whole spectrum ranging from computation to data storage. It allows users to better
customize hardware by flexibly partitioning hardware resources between computation and
memory based on the actual usage. Instead of naively applying the proposed virtualization
solution onto Liquid Silicon, we co-optimize the system abstraction and Liquid Silicon
architecture to improve the performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Thesis

A system abstraction and a compilation framework are developed for the heterogeneous
FPGA cluster in the context of the cloud environment. By enabling a dynamic FPGA
sharing in the spatial domain at the sub-FPGA granularity and providing multi-FPGA
support, the proposed virtualization solution can deploy 1.62× more applications using the
same amount of FPGA resources with a marginal degradation in the single application’s
performance (no more than 10%) compared to that in the non-virtualized environment. This
virtualization solution can also be extended to other spatial reconfigurable architectures,
such as Liquid Silicon, a RRAM-based reconfigurable architecture.

1.2

Motivation

Integrating field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) into cloud infrastructures to enhance
their computing performance is one important trend in recent years, mainly because of the
high energy efficiency, predictable latency, and the superior flexibility of accelerating diverse
applications, including machine learning [23][117][159], data analysis [82][41][63] and graph
processing [31][32][37]. However, the system support for FPGAs in the context of the cloud
environment is still in its infancy. Consequently, the resource management strategy used in
the embedded computing environment is adopted in existing FPGA clouds (e.g., Amazon
AWS F1 [4]) to manage the pool of FPGA resources at a per-device granularity, i.e., one or
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Figure 1.1: (a) A conceptual diagram to illustrate the management method used in existing
FPGA clouds. It only supports a static resource allocation due to the lack of an abstraction,
leading to an inefficient resource utilization. (b) Several works [13][21] (including the lowlatency mode of AmorphOS [67]) abstract FPGAs into a pool of slots to enable a dynamic
resource allocation, thereby improving the resource utilization. However, this improvement
could be limited due to the internal fragmentation issue. Moreover, users need to manually
partition applications and handle the inter-slot communication if they cannot fit into one
slot. (c) The high-throughput mode of AmorphOS enables FPGA sharing by combining
multiple applications during the compilation process. However, this method does not decouple compilation and resource allocation, and neither makes full use of FPGA resources
due to the lack of multi-FPGA support.
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Figure 1.2: (a) The amount of resource used by several representative FPGA applications (C-LSTM [129], DeltaRNN [43], BNN 1 [163], BNN 2 [83], FPGP [31], GraVF [37],
GraphOps [100], ForeGraph [32]). The results are normalized to the capacity of Xilinx
VU13P FPGA. (b) The FPGA capacity keeps growing due to technology advances.
multiple physical FPGA devices are exclusively allocated to one application (Figure 1.1a).
This coarse-grained management strategy leads to an inefficient utilization of the FPGA
resources due to the mismatch between the amount of resources required by applications and
the capacity of FPGAs, i.e., applications cannot fully utilize the allocated FPGA resources
(Figure 1.1a). This mismatch comes from the diversity in both applications and the FPGA
devices. Specifically, the increasingly diverse applications that are deployed in the cloud
require different amount of resources (Figure 1.2a). The on-demand computing model also
allows users to deploy distinct FPGA accelerators (even for the same application) to account
for the varying demands on performance and cost, which further increases the diversity in
resource usage. Moreover, benefiting from the advanced technology node and packaging
(e.g., multi-die packaging [111]), the capacity of FPGAs keeps growing (Figure 1.2b). On
the one hand, this increases the diversity in FPGA capacity due to the hardware rolling
upgrade. On the other hand, this inevitably leads to a mismatch between the resource usage
of legacy FPGA accelerators and the capacity of the latest FPGAs.
The root cause of the inefficient resource utilization is the lack of virtualization support.
Specifically, due to the lack of an abstraction, the FPGA compilation results are tightly
coupled with the physical resource allocation (Section 2.2) and applications need to be
3

recompiled in case of any physical resource change (either capacity or location). Unlike the
compilation process for CPUs, the FPGA compilation process has a high time complexity
and may take hours or even days depending on the complexity of applications. Thus,
although runtime recompilation can improve the resource utilization, it incurs a prohibitive
runtime overhead that limits the physical resource allocation to the offline compile time.
The inability to dynamically respond to the actual load and resource availability at runtime
leads to the inefficient utilization of FPGA resources.
This dissertation describes a virtualization support for cloud FPGAs to efficiently improve the resource utilization with a marginal virtualization overhead. We note that the
virtualization support developed for CPUs cannot be trivially applied to FPGAs due to
the fundamental difference between their architecture and computing models. Specifically,
an FPGA application describes the physical hardware circuits wired together under spatial
resource constraints, while a CPU application is a sequence of pre-defined instructions executing in the temporal domain. Thus, this dissertation presents a new system abstraction
tailored to the spatial reconfigurable architecture. A compilation framework is also provided
to compile applications onto this system abstraction. The existing FPGA commercial tools
are maximally reused in this compilation framework to minimize the development effort
and ensure the compilation quality.

1.3

Target Service Model

Different service models require distinct virtualization support. Thus, it is necessary to
determine the target service model before exploring the virtualization support for FPGAs.
Following the definition of the service model provided by the CPU-based clouds, we broadly
define three service models for the FPGA cloud. The first one is the Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS) model. Under this service model, only the I/O interface of FPGA devices is
virtualized through an shell, while reconfigurable resources (e.g., lookup tables) are not virtualized and users can directly manage these physical reconfigurable resources (Figure 1.3).
The virtualization support proposed in [17][70][106][119][162] is developed for this service
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Figure 1.3: A conceptual diagram illustrates the service models defined for cloud FPGAs
model. The second one is the Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) model. Under this service
model, both the I/O interface and the reconfigurable resources are virtualized through a
system abstraction. Users can only request virtualized resources with no control on the
physical resources (Figure 1.3). The virtualization support proposed in [7][21][67][73][160]
is developed for this service model. The last one is the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model.
Under this service model, a set of application-specific accelerators are abstracted into predefined APIs, which are exposed to users (Figure 1.3). The virtualization support proposed
in [40][54][55][149] is developed for this service model. In this dissertation, we choose to
explore the virtualization support for the PaaS model, mainly because (1) the virtualization
support for the IaaS model is relatively simple and has been well studied in prior works,
and (2) the PaaS model provides a scalable platform for application developers to build
their own FPGA accelerators and can be easily extended to the SaaS model.

1.4

Prior Virtualization Solutions and Our Goals

The existing virtualization solutions for the PaaS model can be broadly categorized into two
groups: time-multiplexing and space-multiplexing. Time-multiplexing methods [33][18][123][9]
[66][120][80] share FPGA resources among multiple applications in the temporal domain
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through context switching. These works typically use multi-context FPGAs to hide the
context switching overhead. Different from the commercial FPGA that is a single-context
architecture and can only store one context of configuration, multi-context FPGAs contain
multiple sets of configuration memories to store several contexts of configuration. When
one context of configuration is used for computation, a new context can be simultaneously
loaded to hide the configuration overhead. However, the additional configuration memories significantly reduce the amount of FPGA resources available to users, thus, multicontext FPGAs (such as Tabula [52]) are less popular than single-context FPGAs and
time-multiplexing is less attractive than the space-multiplexing. Space-multiplexing methods [21][160][73][7][13][38][72][71][125] (including the low-latency mode of AmorphOS [67])
abstract FPGA resources into a pool of slots (slot-based methods) and partition physical
FPGAs into regions, where one region is used to implement one slot (Figure 1.1b). This
method decouples the compilation and resource allocation, thereby enabling dynamic FPGA
sharing at the sub-FPGA granularity (Table 1.1). However, due to the lack of multi-slot
support, i.e., one application needs to be mapped into a single slot, these methods face a
dilemma when determining the capacity of the slot. A larger slot size increases the amount
of wasted resources due to internal resource fragmentation, while a smaller slot size increases
the burden on users, i.e., more applications need to be manually partitioned (Figure 1.1b).
Thus, the improvement in resource utilization obtained from these methods can be limited.
The virtualization solution provided in AmorphOS [67] achieves better FPGA sharing
than other space-multiplexing methods by providing two operating modes: a low-latency
mode and a high-throughput mode. The low-latency mode applies the slot-based method
and thus also faces the same dilemma. The high-throughput mode wraps multiple applications into a single application, which is then compiled onto a single physical FPGA to enable
fine-grained FPGA sharing (Figure 1.1c). While achieving better resource utilization than
the slot-based methods, this high-throughput mode may still suffer from the resource fragmentation issue due to the lack of multi-FPGA support. Moreover, this high-throughput
mode does not decouple the compilation and resource allocation. Thus, it needs to of-
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Table 1.1: A comparison of prior virtualization support for FPGAs and our design goals.
FPGA

Multi-FPGA

Resource

Virtualization

Sharing

Support

Utilization

Overhead

Time-Multiplexing [33]

Support

No

Medium

High

Slot-based methods [21]

Support

No

Medium

Low

AmorphOS∓ [67]

Support

No

High

High

Multi-FPGA Framework [32]

No

Support

Medium

Low

SCORE [35]

Support†

Support

Medium

Low

Our Goal

Support

Support

High

Low

Method

∓

High-throughput mode

†

Hard to provide sufficient isolation

fline generate the compilation results for many combinations to support various resource
allocations at runtime. When one application changes, the compilation results of all combinations related to this application need to be regenerated. Thus, this method has a high
offline compilation overhead.
Several frameworks [104][32][44][23] are developed to deploy one application onto multiple FPGAs. These frameworks are not developed for the PaaS model but fall into the broad
context of FPGA virtualization. Some commercial evaluation platforms (e.g., Cadence Protium S1 [14]) also use multiple FPGAs for emulation. These frameworks/platforms provide
valuable experience in providing multi-FPGA support. However, they do not address the
tight coupling between compilation and resource allocation. Thus, the resource allocation
still needs to be performed at offline compile time and thus these frameworks cannot enable
dynamic FPGA sharing among multiple users at sub-FPGA granularity.
SCORE [35][15][16] is an early pioneer work that falls into the broad context of FPGA
virtualization before cloud computing became ubiquitous. It aims to reduce the FPGA
programming complexity and provide multi-FPGA support by providing a stream-oriented
compute model and a new abstraction. It partitions physical FPGAs into compute and
memory regions that are connected by an all-to-all network to support the proposed com-
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pute model and abstraction. These regions are required to be identical to decouple the
compilation and resource allocation, thereby enabling dynamic FPGA sharing. While the
methodology presented in SCORE is inspiring, it mainly targets the single-user, singleapplication environment for embedded computing systems. Thus, it cannot be trivially
applied to cloud FPGAs. For instance, it is hard to provide a strong isolation across applications because of the shared all-to-all interconnection network, which also reduces the
amount of resources that are exposed to users.
As shown in Table 1.1, we have two design goals when developing the virtualization
support for cloud FPGAs. (1) Providing a system abstraction to decouple the compilation
and resource allocation, thereby enabling dynamic FPGA sharing at sub-FPGA granularity without incurring high compilation overhead. (2) Providing multi-FPGA support to
mitigate the resource fragmentation issue caused by the physical FPGA boundary.

1.5

Overview and Contributions

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the necessary
background information for exploring the FPGA virtualization, including the FPGA architecture and the compilation flow. With this background information, it then explains the
tight coupling between the compilation and resource allocation. This chapter also discusses
the FPGA integration methods and the characteristics of cloud instances.
Chapter 3 describes the system abstraction developed for cloud FPGAs. It starts with
a two-level system abstraction that is developed for the heterogeneous FPGA cluster. This
system abstraction not only decouples the compilation and resource allocation, but also
simultaneously satisfies the conflicting requirements of runtime management and offline
compilation. This two-level abstraction is then merged into a single-level one that is specialized for the homogeneous FPGA cluster. Moreover, this generic two-level system abstraction can also be extended to support the SaaS model. This chapter presents a case
study that extends this abstraction to support application-specific ISA-based accelerators
[40]. The corresponding compilation frameworks that map applications onto the proposed
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system abstraction are presented in Chapter 4. These compilation frameworks maximally
reuse existing FPGA compilation tools to minimize the development efforts and ensure
the compilation quality. Custom tools are developed for the new steps that are not supported by the conventional FPGA compilation tool. Chapter 5 presents the scheduling
and resource management policy. A heuristic method is presented to efficiently reduce the
resource fragmentation.
Chapter 6 presents a RRAM-based reconfigurable architecture, namely Liquid Silicon,
and uses it as a case study to show that the proposed virtualization solution can be extended
to other spatial reconfigurable architectures. This chapter first describes the key building
blocks of Liquid Silicon that extend the configuration capability of existing FPGAs from
computation to the whole spectrum ranging from computation to data storage. It then
presents a compilation framework that is developed to fully exploit the unique programmability provided by Liquid Silicon. Finally, the proposed system abstraction for FPGAs and
the Liquid Silicon architecture are co-optimized to apply the proposed virtualization solution onto Liquid Silicon. Chapter 7 highlights the main points of our work and concludes
this dissertation.
In particular, we made the following major contributions in this dissertation:
• A new system abstraction and a compilation framework are developed to virtualize
cloud FPGAs. This virtualization solution improves the overall resource utilization
by enabling a dynamic FPGA sharing at sub-FPGA granularity and reduces the
compilation time. It can also be extended to better support a homogeneous FPGA
cluster and the SaaS model. This part of work is published in [154][156][155].
• A RRAM-based reconfigurable architecture, namely Liquid Silicon, is developed to
address the limitations of existing FPGAs. (1) It provides a flexible resource provisioning between computation and storage that can be controlled by users to better
match applications’ requirements, while FPGAs have a fixed resource provisioning
that is determined by vendors. (2) It supports a coarse-grained logic implementation that effectively reduces the routing overhead. This part of work is published in
9

[152][153][150][151][158][157].
• We use Liquid Silicon as a case study to show that the proposed virtualization support
can be extended to other spatial reconfigurable architectures.
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Chapter 2
FPGA Background
2.1

FPGA Architecture

A simplified view of FPGA architecture that is frequently cited in textbooks or publicly
available tutorials is drawn in Figure 2.1, i.e., an island-style heterogeneous architecture that
comprises a 2D array of configurable logic blocks (CLBs), switch blocks (SBs), connection
blocks (CBs) and hard IP blocks. Specifically, CLBs contain several look-up tables (LUTs)
and each LUT stores a truth table to implement an arbitrary 6-input logic function or two
logic functions with 5 or less inputs. The output of LUTs can be optionally connected to
a flip-flop to implement sequential circuits. CLBs also comprise hardened multiplexers and
a carry chain to efficiently implement complex circuits with more than 6 inputs, such as
adder [141]. Besides implementing logic functions, CLBs can also be configured as storage
elements in modern FPGAs. SBs and CBs form an extensive bit-wise network to route the
interconnections between CLBs and hard IP blocks. Hard IP blocks are scarce hardware
resources that are included for augmenting the capability of FPGAs in performing specific
functions. For instance, block RAMs (BRAMs) are used for on-chip data storage and DSPs
are used for arithmetic computations.
Inherited from multiple product generations, contemporary commercial FPGAs have
more complex architectural features that are not included in the simplified view. It is necessary to understand these additional features when developing the virtualization support.
In this chapter, we use the widely used UltraScale FPGA from Xilinx as an example to
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Figure 2.1: A conceptual diagram of the island-style FPGA architecture. The key building
blocks of one CLB in Xilinx UltraScle FPGA is drawn as an example. Note that the
commercial-grade FPGA architecture introduces additional features that are not drawn in
this diagram for simplicity.
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Clock Skew

Figure 2.2: A conceptual diagram to illustrate the clock distribution network in the prior
FPGAs (left) and the UltraScale FPGA (right).
explain these additional architectural features.
Clock Region. Instead of having a single clock distribution network for the entire
FPGA, UltraScale FPGAs comprise a 2D array of clock regions and each region has its own
clock distribution network, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. These clock regions are independent
from each other, i.e., (1) the clock distribution network in one clock region can be turned off
without affecting the distribution network in other clock regions, thereby reducing the power
consumption, and (2) different clock signals can be distributed in different clock regions to
further increase the programmability of FPGAs. While the clock region design can reduce
the clock skew as the scale of the clock distribution network is reduced (Figure 2.2), this
clock skew still needs to be considered when developing the virtualization support.
Multi-die Package. UltraScale FPGAs comprise multiple dies in a single package
to increase the capacity. To route the cross-die interconnections, (1) super long lines are
included between every two dies [140], and (2) CLBs at pre-defined locations close to the
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Configurable
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Figure 2.3: A conceptual diagram illustrates the additional architectural features to support
the multi-die package. The routing fabric and hard IP blocks are not drawn for simplicity.
boundary of dies are replaced by the Laguna cells [141], as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This
leads to additional heterogeneity in the FPGA architecture, i.e., intra-die routing vs interdie routing and CLBs vs Laguna, which needs to be carefully handled when developing the
virtualization support.

2.2

FPGA Compilation Flow

FPGA compilation is a process that directly maps the data flow of applications onto the
physical hardware. As shown in Figure 2.4a, the FPGA compilation process can be divided
into two stages. The first stage is the front-end that comprises a high-level synthesis tool to
convert applications written in high-level programming languages into Verilog RTL code.
The second stage is the back-end that contains three steps to process the Verilog RTL
code. The first step contains a parser to synthesize the Verilog RTL code into different
levels of intermediate representation, including control data-flow graphs, data-flow graphs
and a netlist of primitives (e.g., logic gates and hard IP blocks). The second step is the
technology mapping that maps logic gates in the netlist into LUTs and flip-flops. The last
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Figure 2.4: (a) A typical FPGA compilation flow that comprises a front-end and a backend. (b) A conceptual diagram to illustrate the tight coupling between compilation results
and resource allocation. Specifically, different spatial resource constraints of the allocated
FPGA resource lead to distinct compilation results.
step performs physical optimization, including clustering/packing, placement and routing.
This step is is NP-hard [135] with a high timing complexity and can take up to several
hours or even days, since it needs to place up to millions of primitives onto the physical
hardware and route numerous interconnections between them. As illustrated in Figure 2.4b,
the placement and routing are performed under specific spatial resource constraints, i.e.,
the layout of the reconfigurable resources, and different spatial resource constraints lead
to distinct mapping results. Thus, the compilation results are tightly coupled with the
allocated resource.

2.3

Partial Reconfiguration

Partial reconfiguration [64] is one key technology that enables an efficient FPGA-sharing
in the spatial domain. With this technology, a sub-region of one FPGA device can be declared as a partial reconfigurable region. Then this sub-region can be reconfigured to run
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different applications without affecting the applications running on the remaining part of
the same FPGA device. For Xilinx FPGAs, there are two constraints when creating multiple partial reconfigurable regions on one FPGA device. (1) These partial reconfigurable
regions cannot be overlapped with each other. (2) One column of reconfigurable resources
(e.g., CLB, DSP and BRAM) in one clock region cannot be split into multiple partial reconfigurable regions, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. The second constraint comes from the
organization of the underlying configuration memory in Xilinx FPGAs [143]. Specifically,
the configuration memory is organized into an array of configuration frames, which are the
smallest addressable segments and are one element (e.g., CLB, BRAM and DSP) wide by
one clock region high. The entire content in one configuration frame will be modified during
the partial reconfiguration process, thus, it cannot be included in multiple partial reconfigurable regions. While Intel and Xilinx FPGAs have a similar underlying organization of
configuration memory, Intel FPGA provides an additional two-pass configuration method
(AND/OR mode) to allow the sharing of one column of reconfigurable resources among
multiple partial reconfigurable regions at the cost of increased configuration time and bitstream size [58]. Thus, Intel FPGAs do not have the second constraint when creating the
partial reconfigurable regions.

2.4

FPGA Integration

This section broadly discusses the integration methods of FPGAs (not limited to the
cloud environment). We focus on the integration methods that offload compute tasks to
FPGAs, while methods such as using FPGAs as the network switch for software-defined
network [144][146] are not included.
Tightly-attached: FPGAs can be tightly integrated with CPUs either in the same
package [29][56] or on the same board using a low-latency and cache-coherent interconnection (Figure 2.6a), such as Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) [165][57][112]. Nevertheless,
such tight integration is not expected to be widely adopted in cloud, since it breaks the
homogeneity of computing modules and increases the complexity of design, deployment and
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Figure 2.5: A conceptual diagram to illustrate the constraints when creating multiple partial
reconfigurable regions in Xilinx FPGAs. Specifically, the partial reconfigurable region #1
and #2 can co-exist on one FPGA device, while region #1 and #3 cannot be created on
the same FPGA device. The reconfigurable resources are not drawn for simplicity.
maintenance [130].
PCIe-attached: FPGAs can be implemented on a daughter-card and connected to the
host CPU through the high-speed point-to-point PCIe interconnection (Figure 2.6b). This
is a popular deployment option and has been used for other hardware accelerators such as
GPUs.
Network-attached: FPGAs can also be directly connected to the datacenter network
and communicate with CPU nodes through this network (Figure 2.6c). This reduces the
deployment and management complexity and has been used for deploying other hardware
accelerators such as Google TPU [47].
Existing commercial clouds typically adopt a hybrid method to integrate FPGAs. For
instance, Microsoft [40] and Amazon [4] attach one or multiple FPGAs to the host CPUs
using PCIe and deploy a secondary network for inter-FPGA communication (Figure 2.6d).
This is also the integration method targeted in this dissertation.
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Figure 2.6: Conceptual diagrams illustrate the popular integration methods for FPGAs,
which are (a) tightly integrated with CPU in the same package or on the same board, (b)
connected to CPU through PCIe, or (c) directly attached to the datacenter network. (d)
Commercial FPGA clouds [40][4] typically use a hybrid method, which is also the integration
method targeted in this dissertation.

2.5

Cloud Instance Characterization

Commercial cloud platforms allow users to request different cloud instances to account for
the varying demands on cost and performance. On-demand instances and spot instances
(or preemptible instances in Google cloud) are the two major types of instances in existing cloud [1][49]. The main difference is that on-demand instances cannot be interrupted
and have a higher priority for scheduling, while the spot instances can be interrupted by
the management system with a lower priority, thereby having a lower cost. These two
types of instances are also available for hardware accelerators such as GPU [3] and Google
TPU [48]. Although only on-demand instances are provided for FPGAs in existing commercial clouds [2], we expect both instances will be available when cloud FPGA resources
are virtualized, following the same trend as in other hardware accelerators. Thus, both
instances will be considered when designing the runtime scheduling policy (Section 5).
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Chapter 3
System Abstraction for Cloud FPGAs
This chapter presents the system abstraction developed for the heterogeneous FPGA cluster that (1) serves as an intermediate layer between physical FPGAs and the compilation
framework (Chapter 4) to decouple the compilation and resource allocation, and (2) creates
a homogeneous resource pool for the runtime system to simplify the resource management
(Chapter 5). To better explore the design space, we first present the key design requirements identified from the compilation process, the runtime management and the FPGA
implementation (Section 3.1). Based on these design requirements, Section 3.2 describes a
two-level system abstraction that achieves both high flexibility and efficiency. While being
designed as application-independent to support PaaS model, this two-level system abstraction can also be extended to leverage application-specific information and support SaaS
model. Section 3.4 provides a case study that extends this two-level system abstraction to
support the application-specific ISA, a popular SaaS model for cloud FPGAs. Section 3.5
presents the evaluation results obtained from commercial FPGAs.

3.1

Design Requirements

We first identify two design requirements from the nature of the FPGA compilation process
and our design goals. Based on these two design requirements, the basic structure of the
system abstraction can be determined. With this basic structure, we further identify three
pairs of conflicting design requirements that are related to the tradeoff between flexibility
and efficiency.
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Figure 3.1: A conceptual diagram illustrated the basic structure of the system abstraction
and the mapping process.
The basic structure of the system abstraction for cloud FPGAs is drawn in Figure 3.1,
which is determined by two design requirements. The first design requirement comes from
the FPGA compilation process. As discussed in Section 2.2, the existing FPGA compilation process has a high timing complexity. Thus, this compilation process needs to be
performed offline to map applications onto the system abstraction in the virtualized environment. Moreover, since the FPGA compilation process (and the compilation process of
most spatial reconfigurable architectures) is performed under specific resource constraints,
the system abstraction needs to expose certain spatial resource constraints to the compilation tools. Thus, we can only abstract FPGA resources into virtual blocks, where each
virtual block comprises a certain amount of FPGA resources that are organized in predefined spatial resource constraints, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This is consistent with the
design choice made in prior works, such as slot-based methods [21] and SCORE [35]. The
second design requirement comes from our design goal of maximizing the resource utilization. To avoid the dilemma in determining the capacity of one virtual block, we require that
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the compilation framework needs to be able to partition applications into multiple virtual
blocks, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Thus, the capacity of virtual blocks can be reduced
to minimize the resource waste caused by internal fragmentation without increasing the
burden on users. To support this mapping strategy, the system abstraction is required to
contain an interconnection network to connect these virtual blocks (Figure 3.1).
With the basic structure drawn in Figure 3.1, we further identify three pairs of conflicting
design requirements that are related to the tradeoff between flexibility and efficiency:
(1) Homogeneous or Heterogeneous System Abstraction
A homogeneous system abstraction with identical virtual blocks can simplify the runtime
management and provides portability across different FPGA clusters (flexibility), while a
heterogeneous system abstraction with different types of virtual blocks that are specialized
to each type of FPGA can improve the resource utilization (efficiency), as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Specifically, different spatial resource constraints lead to distinct mapping results,
as illustrated in Figure 2.4b. While it is possible to configure one FPGA using the compilation result generated from different spatial resource constraints, which has been explored
in prior works [11][89][59] to enable code portability across different types of FPGAs, this
strategy could incur a high resource waste due to the mismatch of the spatial resource constraints (requiring 40× ∼ 100× more FPGA resources), as reported in prior works [11][89].
Thus, it is preferred to provide multiple types of virtual blocks in the system abstraction,
one for each type of FPGA, to ensure the mapping quality. However, such a heterogeneous
system abstraction is coupled with the composition of the FPGA cluster, i.e., the system
abstraction needs to be modified when a new type of FPGA is added into the FPGA cluster.
Thus, it is hard to apply such a heterogeneous abstraction onto different FPGA clusters.
On the contrary, a homogeneous system abstraction can support different FPGA clusters
at the cost of low resource utilization.
(2) Asynchronous or Synchronous Interfaces
An asynchronous interface (or a latency-insensitive interface) for the communication
between virtual blocks enables a dynamic runtime deployment (flexibility), while a syn-
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Figure 3.2: A conceptual diagram illustrates the conflicting requirements on the system abstraction. Specifically, a homogeneous system abstraction (top) provides portability across
different heterogeneous FPGA clusters, but has non-negligible resource waste due to the
mismatched spatial resource constraints. On the contrary, a heterogeneous abstraction with
specialized virtual blocks can achieve a high resource utilization at the cost of no portability.
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Figure 3.3: A conceptual diagram to illustrate the difference between an asynchronous interface (top) and an synchronous interface (bottom). Specifically, the asynchronous interface
enables a dynamic runtime deployment at the cost of additional buffers and control logic.
On the contrary, the synchronous interface can be efficiently implemented but only support
a static deployment that is determined at offline compile time.
chronous interface improves the mapping quality (efficiency), as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Specifically, as the asynchronous interface can hide the latency difference between on-chip
and off-chip interconnection networks, virtual blocks can be either deployed onto the same
FPGA device or different FPGA devices at runtime without incurring timing error. Moreover, by hiding the low-level latency, the asynchronous interface can also support different
inter-FPGA networks, no matter whether it has deterministic latency or not. Nevertheless,
since the on-chip interconnection network has a deterministic latency that can be resolved
at the offline compile time, a synchronous interface is sufficient for the on-chip communication, which requires less resources to implement compared with an asynchronous interface.
Moreover, a synchronous interface also exposes more low-level hardware details (i.e., the
maximum bandwidth provided by the interconnection network) to the compilation framework to improve the mapping quality (Section 4.1).
(3) All-to-all Network or Direct Interconnections
Using an all-to-all interconnection network increases the flexibility of the partition process when mapping applications into multiple virtual blocks (flexibility), while providing
direct interconnections between certain pairs of virtual blocks increases the resource utilization by reducing the amount of system-reserved resources (efficiency). Specifically, an
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all-to-all interconnection network can support applications with a large Rent’s exponent [76]
and provide better support for large-scale applications. On the contrary, only providing direct interconnections between certain pairs of virtual blocks largely reduces the amount
of resources reserved for implementing the interconnection network, thereby increasing the
amount of resources available to users. It is also easier to isolate the inter-block communication of different applications (in terms of both performance and security) when using the
direct interconnection compared to using an all-to-all network.

3.2

Two-Level System Abstraction

This dissertation provides a new two-level system abstraction to decouple the aforementioned conflicting design requirements. Overall, the high-level abstraction provides a homogeneous view of the FPGA cluster to hide the heterogeneity across FPGAs, thereby
simplifying the runtime resource management and enables portability. On the contrary, the
low-level abstraction exposes the heterogeneous spatial resource constraints to the compilation framework to ensure the compilation quality. Moreover, the high-level abstraction
provides an all-to-all network with an asynchronous interface to support large-scale applications and a flexible runtime deployment, while the low-level abstraction organizes virtual
blocks into a 1D array and adopts direct interconnections with a synchronous interface
between adjacent virtual blocks to maximize the utilization of the on-chip interconnection
network and minimize the amount of system-reserved resources.
The high-level abstraction is designed to be FPGA-agnostic to hide as many hardware
details as possible. As depicted in Figure 3.4a, the high-level abstraction comprises a pool
of high-level virtual blocks (HL virtual blocks) that are connected by an all-to-all network
through the asynchronous (latency-insensitive) interface. This interconnection design not
only enables a flexible runtime deployment and supports various inter-FPGA networks, but
also provides an efficient support for compiling large-scale applications that have a high
Rent’s exponent. To abstract away the heterogeneity across FPGAs, the capacity and
the spatial resource constraints of the HL virtual blocks can be arbitrarily chosen by the
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compilation framework (Section 4.1.1). Consequently, one HL virtual block can be migrated
across different types of FPGAs at runtime. Each HL virtual block also contains interfaces
for peripherals to provide the necessary virtualization support.
The low-level abstraction is designed to be FPGA-specific and expose as much hardware
details as possible to the compilation framework. As illustrated in Figure 3.4b, it uses an array of identical low-level virtual blocks (LL virtual blocks) to virtualize the resources of one
FPGA and comprises multiple arrays to support different types of FPGAs. The number of
LL virtual blocks in one array is arbitrarily chosen by the compilation framework, while the
number of LL virtual block arrays is equal to the number of FPGA types in the cluster. The
capacity and spatial resource constraints of one LL virtual block is tailored to a specific type
of FPGA, as explained in Section 3.2.1. To expose more details on the interconnection network, the LL virtual blocks provide two inter-block communication interface (Figure 3.4b).
A latency-insensitive interface is provided to implement the latency-insensitive interface in
the high-level abstraction and a synchronous interface with a deterministic latency and a
pre-defined maximum bandwidth is provided for the communication between adjacent LL
virtual blocks in one array. By applying additional constraints on the virtual-to-physical
mapping (Section 3.2.2), the latency-insensitive interface in both high-level and low-level
abstraction is only used for the inter-FPGA communication, while the synchronous interface
in the low-level abstraction is only used for the intra-FPGA communication. This allows
the compilation framework to apply appropriate optimization goals for different interconnections to improve the mapping quality, i.e., minimizing the required bandwidth for the
inter-FPGA communication to reduce the burden on the off-chip interconnection network,
while maximizing the utilization of the on-chip interconnection network (i.e., FPGA routing
fabric). The virtual-to-physical mapping strategy also constrains that one array of LL virtual blocks is deployed into one FPGA device. This limits the scale of the LL virtual block
array, thereby using simple direct interconnections does not lead to a scalability concern.
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Figure 3.4: A conceptual diagram illustrates the two-level system abstraction for a heterogeneous FPGA cluster. (a) The high-level abstraction comprises a pool of high-level
virtual blocks (HL virtual blocks) that are connected by an all-to-all network. An asynchronous interface is provided for the inter-block communication. One HL virtual block has
no spatial resource constraint to hide the heterogeneity across FPGAs. (b) The low-level
abstraction comprises multiple arrays of low-level virtual blocks (LL virtual blocks), where
one array abstracts one type of FPGA. One LL virtual block contains a certain amount of
reconfigurable resources that are organized in pre-defined spatial resource constraints. A
synchronous interface is provided for the intra-array communication, while an asynchronous
interface is also provided to implement the asynchronous interface in the high-level abstraction.
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3.2.1

FPGA Overlay

An FPGA overlay is created to support the proposed system abstraction. In this section,
we use Xilinx FPGAs as an example to illustrate this overlay, which can also be created for
Intel FPGAs using the same strategy. Specifically, one physical FPGA device is partitioned
into two regions to support the proposed abstraction, i.e., the Service Region and User
Region, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The Service Region is reserved by the system
and is not exposed to users. It contains dedicated modules to realize the virtualization
support for the peripheral devices attached to the physical FPGAs, such as the on-board
DRAM (Figure 3.5). The User Region is further divided into a group of physical blocks.
The LL virtual blocks are deployed into these physical blocks at runtime. These physical
blocks are created to be identical, so that one LL virtual block can be relocated into an
arbitrary physical block at runtime without recompilation to minimize the compilation
cost. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the existing FPGAs have a column-based architecture
comprising multiple columns where each column contains the same type of resources. Thus,
we can partition the User Region in the row direction to preserve the periodicity in the
architecture and create identical physical blocks (Figure 3.5). As discussed in Section 2.3,
we cannot create two physical blocks in one clock region due to the constraint from the
organization of the underlying configuration memories. Thus, the height of the physical
blocks should be equal to that of one or multiple clock regions to avoid resource waste.
This requirement also ensures that the clock skew is not changed when relocating LL virtual
blocks across physical blocks, since the routing of clock signals are not changed. Then the
height of the physical block is set to the minimal value, i.e., the height of one clock region, to
minimize the capacity of one physical block, thereby reducing the resource waste caused by
the internal fragmentation. The additional heterogeneity caused by the multi-die package
is handled by the virtual-to-physical mapping, as explained in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.2

Virtual-to-Physical Mapping

The virtual-to-physical mapping strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Specifically, one HL
virtual block is offline mapped into an array of LL virtual blocks and then deployed into
one physical FPGA at runtime. To support a flexible runtime deployment, one HL virtual
block is offline mapped onto all feasible LL virtual block arrays. One LL virtual block array
is feasible if it provides all the resources required by the HL virtual block. Consequently,
one HL virtual block can have multiple mapping results, and the runtime system selects the
appropriate mapping result to deploy one HL virtual block into the corresponding type of
FPGA at runtime (Figure 3.6). In principle, multiple HL virtual blocks of one application
can be deployed onto the same FPGA device. In this case, the asynchronous latencyinsensitive interface in the high-level abstraction will be used for both on-chip and off-chip
communication, leading to an efficient utilization of the on-chip interconnection network.
Thus, we require that HL virtual blocks of one application cannot be deployed into the same
FPGA device. Thus, the asynchronous interface in both high-level and low-level abstraction
is only used for the inter-FPGA communication, while the synchronous interface in the lowlevel abstraction is only used for intra-FPGA communication. This allows the compilation
framework to apply different optimization goals for these two types of interconnections,
as described in Section 4.1. Note that HL virtual blocks of different applications can be
deployed onto the same FPGA device to improve the resource utilization.
One and only one LL virtual block (contains both user logic and the latency-insensitive
interface) can be deployed into one physical block at runtime. In principle, we can deploy
multiple LL virtual blocks into one physical block to maximize the utilization of this physical block. This strategy is not adopted mainly due to two reasons. At first, this requires
an additional checking process at runtime to avoid potential resource conflicts. On the
one hand, this additional checking process inevitably increases the runtime management
complexity. On the other hand, it is also hard to perform such a checking process as user
applications are encrypted in most FPGA clouds (e.g., AWS F1 [5]). Moreover, deploying
multiple LL virtual blocks into one physical block also leads to security concerns, such as
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side channel attack [107][161], as applications from different users are not physically isolated. Thus, we choose to deploy at most one LL virtual block into one physical block to
simplify the runtime management and provide a strong isolation. An array of LL virtual
blocks is deployed into an array of physical blocks, where adjacent LL virtual blocks are
deployed into adjacent physical blocks, as illustrated in Figure 3.7. While this requirement
slightly reduces the runtime deployment flexibility, it brings two advantages. At first, it
guarantees that the inter-block timing keeps the same under different runtime deployments
especially when a synchronous interface is adopted for inter-block communication. Moreover, it simplifies the implementation of the interconnection network while still isolating the
inter-block communication of different applications.
In order to handle the additional heterogeneity caused by the multi-die package, the
low-level abstraction comprises multiple LL virtual block arrays for one type of FPGA to
account for the difference between intra-die and inter-die communication, as illustrated in
Figure 3.8a. One HL virtual block is mapped onto all these LL virtual block arrays to
support different runtime deployments. The number of required LL virtual block arrays is
equal to the number of physical blocks in one die. As vendors typically adopt small dies to
improve yield, the number of required LL virtual block arrays and the added compilation
cost is limited, e.g., 4 for XCVU37P FPGA. Moreover, one LL virtual block array could
be reused across a set of FPGAs to effectively amortize the compilation cost (Figure 3.8b).
This is because vendors reuse a large portion of one die design across a set of FPGAs1 to
minimize the design cost [139]. The major difference is the number of dies and the provided
I/O components (e.g., the high-speed transceivers), which does not change the low-level
abstraction.

3.2.3

Design Space Exploration

The aforementioned low-level abstraction only provides one type of LL virtual block for
one type of physical FPGA (if ignoring the heterogeneity caused by the multi-die package).
1

For instance, VU31P, VU33P, VU35P, VU37P, VU45P, VU47P and VU57P from Xilinx have a similar
die design.
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Figure 3.9: A conceptual diagram illustrates that smaller physical blocks can be created if
multiple types of LL virtual blocks are provided for one type of physical FPGAs (ignoring
the heterogeneity caused by the multi-die package).
Then, the physical block needs to contain an entire row of FPGA resources, as described in
Section 3.2.1. The size of the physical blocks can be reduced by providing multiple types of
LL virtual blocks for one type of FPGA. This allows us to reduce the width of the physical
blocks, as illustrated in Figure 3.9. While reducing the resource waste caused by the internal
fragmentation, this increases the compilation overhead as one HL virtual block needs to be
mapped into all feasible LL virtual block arrays. To explore this tradeoff between resource
utilization and compilation overhead, we create a new low-level abstraction that provides
two types of LL virtual blocks for each type of FPGA (if ignoring the heterogeneity caused
by the multi-die package). Section 3.5.3 shows the FPGA implementation results, Section
4.4.1 presents the compilation cost of using such low-level abstraction, and Section 5.4.3
discusses the runtime performance.

3.3

Specialized to a Homogeneous Cluster

While the two-level system abstraction can be directly applied to a homogeneous FPGA
cluster by only providing one type of LL virtual blocks in the low-level abstraction (if ignoring the heterogeneity caused by the multi-die package), we further propose a specialized
abstraction for the homogeneous FPGA cluster with reduced compilation cost. Specifically,
we can merge the two-level system abstraction into a single-level one. As illustrated in Fig-
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ure 3.10a, the LL virtual block with the pre-defined capacity and spatial resource constraints
is used in this abstraction. These virtual blocks are organized in a 1D array to simplify
the required interconnection network, while a latency-insensitive interface is applied for the
inter-block communication. By using the asynchronous interface, one compilation result
can support all possible runtime deployments (Figure 3.10b), thereby minimizing the compilation overhead. Nevertheless, this single-level system abstraction has two limitations.
(1) It is hard to support large-scale applications that have a large Rent’s exponent, and
(2) the asynchronous interface leads to an inefficient utilization of the on-chip interconnections, which reduces the mapping quality. Thus, it is preferred to apply this single-level
system abstraction for small-scale applications that do not have restrictive requirements
on the mapping quality. We note that enabled by the programmability of FPGAs, the
two-level and single-level system abstraction can co-exist in a homogeneous FPGA cluster
(Figure 3.10c) to balance the tradeoff between compilation quality and compilation cost.
While using the latency-insensitive interface for inter-block communication reduces the
compilation cost, it also reduces the amount of resources exposed to users, since the implementation of a latency-insensitive interface requires more FPGA resources than that of
a synchronous interface due to the additional data buffers and control logic. To reduce
the amount of resources reserved by the system, we eliminate the buffers for the on-chip
inter-block interconnection by leveraging the fact that the on-chip communication has a
deterministic latency that can be resolved at the offline compile time. Then the compilation framework can generate the control logic that calculates the arrival time of input data
based on the specific communication latency and resumes the execution of user logic to
consume the input data when it arrives (Section 4.2). The implementation of the latencyinsensitive interface for the inter-FPGA communication still contains data buffers since the
inter-FPGA communication latency is non-deterministic.
With the above optimization technique, the latency-insensitive interface of one virtual
block has different implementations for intra-FPGA and inter-FPGA communication. If
the latency-insensitive interface is still combined with user logic and mapped into physi-
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cal blocks (the mapping strategy used in two-level system abstraction), then four mapping
results need to be generated for each virtual block, i.e., two latency-insensitive interfaces
in each virtual block (Figure 3.10a) and each interface has two possible implementations.
This increases the compilation cost by roughly 4×. To minimize the compilation cost, we
create an additional Communication Region to map the latency-insensitive interface, as
illustrated in Figure 3.11a. This region needs to be defined as partial reconfigurable regions, as the implementation of the latency-insensitive interface varies for different virtual
blocks. Moreover, this region is preferred to be placed between physical blocks to minimize the interconnection delay and maximize the number of supported interconnections
(Figure 3.11a). Nevertheless, this substantially reduces the number of physical blocks provided by one FPGA device due to the constraints in creating partial reconfigurable regions
(Section 2.3), as illustrated in Figure 3.11b. To address this issue, we restrict that only
the physical blocks on the top and bottom can access the inter-FPGA network, while the
physical blocks in the middle can only have intra-FPGA communication, as illustrated in
Figure 3.11c. The communication region for implementing intra-FPGA communication interface only needs to provide DFFs for timing isolation, and we can create such a region
for the worst case to support all virtual blocks. Then these communication regions can
be created as small static regions to minimize the resource waste, as illustrated in Figure 3.11c. The control logic for the intra-FPGA communication interface is merged into
the inter-FPGA communication interface, as described in Section 4.2.

3.4

Case Study: Extend to Support Application-Specific ISA

While being designed to be application-independent, this generic two-level system abstraction can be easily extended to leverage application-specific information and support SaaS
model. In this section, we use the application-specific ISA (AS ISA) [40] as a case study to
show this extendability.
As illustrated in Figure 3.12a, an additional abstraction layer is added on top of the twolevel system abstraction. This additional abstraction layer comprises a pool of soft blocks
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Figure 3.11: A Communication Region is included to implement the latency-insensitive
interface. (a) As the width of the physical block is larger than its height, placing the communication region between two physical blocks reduces the interconnection length and supports
more interconnections compared with placing the communication region on left/right side
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FPGA.
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and each soft block provides an asynchronous interface for the inter-block communication.
In comparison to the high-level and low-level abstraction that adopts a single-level structure,
this abstraction layer adopts a multi-level tree structure to represent the application-specific
parallel patterns extracted from AS ISA-based accelerators. Specifically, a leaf soft block
contains a basic module, where the basic module is defined as a Verilog module that does not
instantiate other Verilog modules. A non-leaf soft block can have an arbitrary number of soft
blocks as its child blocks, and these child blocks are connected by one of the two primitive
parallel patterns, i.e., the data parallelism and pipeline parallelism (Figure 3.12b). These
two parallel patterns are selected because they are sufficient to construct other complex
parallel patterns [105], e.g., the reduction pattern is drawn in Figure 3.12c. Similar to the
HL virtual block, the capacity and the spatial resource constraints of the soft blocks are
arbitrarily chosen to simplify the compilation process. The extracted parallel patterns are
then leveraged to simplify the process of partitioning applications into HL virtual blocks, as
illustrated in Figure 3.13. A more detailed partition process is described in Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 3.13: A conceptual diagram to illustrate that the extracted parallel patterns are
leveraged to simplify the mapping from the additional abstraction layer to the high-level
abstraction layer.
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3.5

Results

The proposed system abstraction is implemented on a custom-built FPGA cluster that
has three Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ FPGAs (XCVU37P) and one Xilinx UltraScale FPGA
(XCKU115). These four FPGAs are attached to the host machine through PCIe, and a secondary bidirectional ring network is deployed to connect these FPGAs. Specifically, Xilinx
XCVU37P is a large and latest FPGA device fabricated in the 14/16nm technology node.
One FPGA board provides four 1 × 4 ganged 28Gb/s QSFP+ cages for 100Gb Ethernet
connection. Two DIMM sites are provided and each supports up to 128GB DDR4×72 with
ECC. XCKU115 is a relatively small and old FPGA device fabricated in the 20nm technology node. One FPGA board provides two QSFP28 cages for 40Gb/s Ethernet connection.
It also provides 12GB DDR4 memory with ECC and 4GB DDR4 memory without ECC.
Vivado 2020.1 is applied to generate the mapping results of the FPGA overlay (Section 3.2.1). Most results are directly obtained from Vivado, such as the capacity of one
physical block. A small benchmark is created to measure the inter-FPGA communication
bandwidth and delay. This benchmark comprises two building blocks that are mapped onto
two FPGAs. The building block A generates random data tokens that are sent to the building block B through the inter-FPGA network. The building block B then sends the data
token back to block A so that block A can measure the communication latency/bandwidth.
This strategy has also been used in prior works for measuring the performance of the interFPGA interconnection [119].

3.5.1

Two-Level System Abstraction

The FPGA overlay implemented on the XCVU37P FPGA is shown in Figure 3.14, which
contains two regions as discussed in Section 3.2.1. The sub-regions indexed with S belong to
the Service Region, while the sub-regions indexed with U belong to the User Region.
Specifically, the user region is further partitioned into 10 physical blocks (U-0 to U-9).
The capacity of each physical blocks is reported in Table 3.1. Note that the a small portion
of reconfigurable results in the middle of the FPGA device is not included in the physical
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support the two-level system abstraction. User Region that is indexed with U is exposed
to users, while the Service Region that is indexed with S is reserved by the system.
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users. The mapping results are obtained from Vivado 2020.1.
Table 3.1: Resources provided by one physical block and the maximum communication
bandwidth provided by the intra-die and inter-die interconnections.
LUTs

DFFs

BRAM

DSPs

Intra-die

Inter-die

Two-Level

VU37P

86.88K

173.76K

4.64 Mb

696

Abstraction

KU115

58.08K

116.16K

6.75Mb

528

Native

Native

Single-Level

VU37P

83.52K

127.04K

4.64Mb

672

40K × f

13K × f

Abstraction

KU115

51.36K

72.72K

5.91Mb
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30K × f

8K × f

43.48K
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2.53Mb
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Native

Native

36.48K
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1.27Mb
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24.96K

49.92K
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∓

Native

∓

: Equal to the bandwidth provided by the underlying FPGA routing fabric.
: Two-level system abstraction with two types of LL virtual blocks.
f : Operating frequency of users’ applications.
†
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Native

blocks. This is because the DDR4 controller (implemented in sub-region S-2) utilizes the
reconfigurable resources near the IO column in block U-9. Thus, in order to create identical
physical blocks, a small portion of reconfigurable resources near the central IO column is
excluded from all physical blocks. The DDR4 controller also utilizes the routing resources
in the physical block U-9. To avoid conflict on routing resources, one virtual block is first
mapped into the physical block U-9 and is then relocated into other physical blocks (e.g.,
U-5). By providing a synchronous interface for the communication between physical blocks,
the intra-die and inter-die communication latency/bandwidth provided by this overlay is
the same as that provided by the native FPGA routing fabric, thereby fully utilizing the
on-chip routing fabric. The Service Region contains the standard IP cores to share the
interface of DRAM, PCIe and multiplexing network. The sub-region S-0 implements the
IP core that utilizes the high-speed transceiver to provide the inter-FPGA communication
interface, which is shared between physical blocks by the multiplexers implemented in subregion S-1. The maximum bandwidth provided by this interface is 90Gb/s and the latency
is 52ns. A DDR4 controller is implemented in the sub-region S-2 and is shared between
physical blocks in a round-robin manner through the AXI Interconnect IP implemented in
the sub-region S-4. This sub-region S-4 also implements another AXI Interconnection IP
to share the PCIe module implemented in the sub-region S-3 among physical blocks in a
round-robin manner.
The FPGA overlay implemented on the XCKU115 FPGA is shown in Figure 3.15. Compared with that of XCVU37P, the major difference is that the User Region on XCKU115
only provides 8 physical blocks. The capacity of each physical block is presented in Table
3.1. The maximum inter-FPGA communication bandwidth is 36Gb/s and the latency is
40ns. This communication latency is slightly lower than that in XCVU37P. This is because
the height of XCKU115 (in terms of clock regions) is smaller than that of XCVU37P, thus,
the multiplexing network in the sub-region S-1 needs less pipeline registers to propagate
the signals.
Due to the requirement of creating identical physical blocks, we found that a non-
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users. The mapping results are obtained from Vivado 2020.1.
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negligible amount of FPGA resources are wasted, mainly in the sub-region S-2. Specifically,
the DDR4 controller implemented in S-2 runs at a high internal frequency, thus, its logic
needs to be placed close to the IO column. This leads to the unused resources in the left part
of the sub-region S-2. Moreover, the multiplexer networks implemented in sub-region S-1
and S-4 only utilize the LUTs and DFFs, while the DSPs and BRAMs in these sub-regions
are totally wasted (∼ 10% of the total DSPs/BRAMs). This issue can be largely alleviated
if the logic implemented in Service Region is replaced by dedicated hard IP blocks, such
as hardened DDR4 controller. We expect this will be realized in future FPGAs as the
function provided by Service Region requires limited reconfigurability and a hardened
memory controller is already provided by some types of FPGAs.

3.5.2

Single-Level System Abstraction

The implementation of the single-level system abstraction on the XCVU37P FPGA is shown
in Figure 3.16. The major differences between the implementation of the single-level system
abstraction and that of the two-level one are: (1) One XCVU37P FPGA can only provide
8 physical blocks due to the additional communication region (C-0 and C-1). (2) The
physical blocks in the middle (U-1 to U-6) has no access to the inter-FPGA network, thus,
the sub-region S-1 only needs to implement pipeline registers to propagate signals to C-1
instead of the multiplexers in the implementation of the two-level abstraction. (3) Pipeline
registers are included for the inter-die communication (between U-2/U-6 and U-3/U-7) to
isolate the timing of the inter-die connection from the intra-block timing. (4) Partition pins
are created for every physical block to assist the local placement. 40K partition pins (half of
them are input pins) are created for each physical block for the intra-die interconnections.
These partition pins are evenly distributed on the boundary of physical blocks (Figure 3.10).
In addition, 13K partition pins (half of them are input pins) are created for the inter-die
interconnections. These partition pins are placed close to the LAGUNA cells to simplify
the creation of this overlay at the cost of an increased compilation time. These partition
pins determine the upper bound of the intra-FPGA communication bandwidth, as reported
in Table 3.1. The latency of both inter-die and intra-die communication is one clock cycle.
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Figure 3.16: The commercial FPGA XCVU37P from Xilinx is partitioned into three regions to support the single-level system abstraction. User Region that is indexed with
U is exposed to users, while the Service Region that is indexed with S and the Communication Region that is indexed with C are reserved by the system. The circuits in
the system-reserved regions are pre-implemented and cannot be modified by users. The
partition pins are only drawn for illustration purpose, which are not the actual position.
The mapping results are obtained from Vivado 2020.1.
(5) Additional reconfigurable regions are created on the left and right side of the physical
blocks for propagating the control signals of the asynchronous interface for the intra-FPGA
communication (explained in Figure 4.8). These reconfigurable regions are not drawn in the
figure due to their narrow width but are reflected in Table 3.1, which reduce the capacity
of the physical blocks.
The implementation on XCKU115 FPGA is shown in Figure 3.17. Only 6 physical blocks
are provided by one FPGA due to the additional communication region. 30K partition
pins (half of them are input pins) are created for each physical block for the intra-die
interconnections. Moreover, 8K partition pins (half of them are input pins) are created for
the inter-die interconnections. The number of partition pins is lower than that in XCVU37P
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Figure 3.17: The commercial FPGA XCKU115 from Xilinx is partitioned into three regions
to support the single-level system abstraction. User Region that is indexed with U is
exposed to users, while the Service Region that is indexed with S and the Communication Region that is indexed with C are reserved by the system. The circuits in the
system-reserved regions are pre-implemented and cannot be modified by users. The partition pins are only drawn for illustration purpose, which are not the actual position. The
mapping results are obtained from Vivado 2020.1.
FPGA because the size of the physical block is relatively smaller than that in XCVU37P (in
terms of the number of resource columns). The capacity of one physical block is reported
in Table 3.1.

3.5.3

Creating Multiple Types of Physical Blocks

For the two-level system abstraction, we provide another implementation that contains two
types of physical blocks on one FPGA device. For the XCVU37P FPGA, this implementation is shown in Figure 3.18. Compared to the implementation in Figure 3.14, one physical
block is further partitioned into two smaller physical blocks (e.g., U-0 is partitioned into
U-0L and U-0R). An additional sub-region S-5 (belongs to Service Region) is created
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Figure 3.18: Two types of physical blocks are created on XCVU37P FPGA when implementing the two-level system abstraction. An additional sub-region S-5 is created to share
the DDR4/PCIe interface and the inter-FPGA interconnection among these smaller physical blocks. The mapping results are obtained from Vivado 2020.1.
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to (1) provide the access to the DDR4/PCIe interface for the physical blocks on the left
and (2) provide the access to the inter-FPGA interconnection for the physical blocks on
the right. Although the smaller physical blocks could reduce the resource waste caused
by the internal fragmentation issue. The additional region reduces the amount of FPGA
resources provided by one FPGA device, which is about 20% for the scarce BRAM resources as reported in Table 3.1. Moreover, for the inter-FPGA communication, additional
bits need to be reserved in the packet for selecting the physical blocks. This reduces the
maximum inter-FPGA communication bandwidth to 84.4Gb/s. Thus, it is not obviously
that this implementation is better than the original one in Figure 3.14. Section 5.4.3 will
show that this implementation only achieves a negligible improvement in the aggregated
system throughput. This variant is also implemented on XCKU115 FPGA, as shown in
Figure 3.19.

3.5.4

Discussion

The total amount of FPGA resources exposed by these different system abstractions is
presented in Table 3.2. In the two-level system abstraction, the service regions occupy about
30% of the total FPGA resources. Nevertheless, the resource utilization of these service
regions is lower than 40%. Nevertheless, due to the constraint of creating identical physical
blocks, the unused FPGA resources in the service region cannot be allocated to create
additional physical blocks. One possible solution is providing hardened service regions.
For instance, if a hardened DDR4 controller is provided, then the FPGA resources in the
service region S-2 (occupy 15 ∼ 20% of the entire FPGA resources) can be used to create
additional physical blocks to increase the amount of resources exposed to users. In the
single-level system abstraction, additional communication regions (C-1 and C-2) further
reduce the amount of FPGA resources exposed to users. Similar to the service region, the
resource utilization in the communication region is also low (< 25%). However, due to
the constraint of partial reconfiguration (Section 2.3), the height of these communication
regions cannot be reduced, which leads to the waste of FPGA resources. One possible
solution is reducing the height of clock regions in the FPGA architecture to decrease the
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Table 3.2: The amount of resources exposed to users.
DFFs

BRAM

DSPs

Two-Level

VU37P

868.8K (66.6%)

1.74M (66.6%)

46.4Mb (65.4%)

6960 (77.1%)

Abstraction

KU115

464.6K (70.0%)

929.3K (70.0%)

54.0Mb (71.1%)

4224 (76.5%)

Single-Level

VU37P

668.2K (51.2%)

1.02M (40.0%)

37.1Mb (52.3%)

5376 (59.6%)

Abstraction

KU115

308.2K (46.5%)

436.3K (32.9%)

35.5Mb (46.8%)

3168 (57.4%)

Two-Level

VU37P

799.6K (61.3%)

1.60M (61.4%)

38.0Mb (53.6%)

6480 (71.8%)

KU115

372.5K (56.2%)

745.0K (56.2%)

47.2Mb (62.2%)

3840 (69.6%)

†

Abstraction
†

LUTs

: Two-level system abstraction with two types of LL virtual blocks.

size of the communication regions. In the two-level system abstraction that provides two
types of LL virtual block for one type of FPGA, the additional multiplexers for sharing the
peripheral interfaces slightly reduce the amount of resources exposed to users. We note that
the circuits for sharing peripheral interfaces do not require superior programmability. Thus,
it might be beneficial to harden these circuits to further increase the amount of resources
exposed to users.
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Chapter 4
Compilation Framework
This chapter describes a new compilation framework that can map applications onto the
proposed system abstraction (Chapter 3). The key design principle is maximally reuse the
existing FPGA compilation tools to (1) minimize the engineering efforts of developing this
compilation framework and (2) ensure the compilation quality to minimize the virtualization
overhead. Custom tools are developed for the unique steps that are not supported by the
conventional FPGA compilation tools. The following sections first describe the compilation
framework developed for the two-level system abstraction and then extend this compilation
framework to support the single-level system abstraction specialized for the homogeneous
FPGA cluster as well as the three-level system abstraction for application-specific ISA. In
this chapter, FPGA compilation tool from Xilinx (Vivado) is used to build a compilation
framework for Xilinx FPGAs, while the same strategy can be applied to build a compilation
framework for Intel FPGAs.

4.1

Compilation Framework for Two-Level Abstraction

This compilation framework comprises six steps: synthesis, high-level partition, low-level
partition, local routing, relocation and global place&route, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The
steps that use custom tools are highlighted. These custom tools are either developed from
scratch or by leveraging the APIs provided by RapidWright [77][78]. The remaining steps
reuse the proprietary FPGA tools (Vivado in our implementation) to achieve a compilation
quality comparable to the conventional FPGA compilation flow.
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Figure 4.1: The compilation framework for the two-level system abstraction. The steps
using custom tools are highlighted in blue.
Step 1: Synthesis. This step reuses existing high-level synthesis tools to convert
applications written in high-level programming languages into Verilog RTL code. Different
high-level synthesis tools can be integrated into this compilation framework (extendability)
as long as the synthesis tools output Verilog RTL code.
Step 2: High-Level Partition. The step has two sub-steps to map the input RTL code
onto the high-level abstraction. The first sub-step uses a custom tool to partition the RTL
code into a given number of HL virtual blocks with the optimization goal of minimizing
the inter-block communication cost (in terms of the number of inter-block connections).
As the capacity of one HL virtual block can be arbitrarily chosen, this partition step is
performed with no hardware constraint to simplify the partition process. This custom
tool builds the dataflow graph (DFG) of the input RTL and uses simulated annealing
algorithm [127] (or min-cut algorithm [115]) to partition one application. This partition
process is performed at the granularity of Verilog modules, i.e., one node in the built DFG
is a module. This effectively prunes the search space with a negligible degradation in the
partition quality since inter-module communication bandwidth is typically much lower than
the intra-module communication bandwidth. A recursive method is applied in this partition
process, as described in Section 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.2: A conceptual diagram illustrates the latency-insensitive interface generated for
one HL virtual block.
The second sub-step uses a custom tool to generate the latency-insensitive interface
for each HL virtual block obtained from the partition process. Rather than transferring
the output signals of user logic in a cycle-by-cycle manner, the generated interface only
transfers the valid output data. This is achieved by leveraging the observation that most
FPGA applications use standard interfaces (e.g., AXI interface [75]) to fetch input data
from peripherals (e.g., DRAM) and these interfaces contain the data valid signal. This
custom tool then generates necessary logic to propagate this valid signal into the latencyinsensitive interface, so that the interface only buffers the valid output data, as illustrated
in Figure 4.2. Users can also provide a description of the custom interface used in the
application to leverage this optimization. If the modules in one HL virtual block does not
utilize such interfaces, then the generated latency-insensitive interface will transfer output
signals in a cycle-by-cycle manner to ensure the correctness. The output signals that share
the same valid signals are combined and buffered by the same FIFO to minimize the number
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of required FIFOs and the overhead of control logic.
The latency-insensitive interface also needs to halt the execution of user logic when
the corresponding input FIFO is empty or the output FIFO is full. The key is to keep
the internal states of user logic unmodified when the execution is halted, such as the onchip memory, result registers in an accumulator and the state registers in FSMs. The
custom tool identifies the logic primitives that store the internal states, e.g., DFFs within a
feedback loop, and generates the control signal to their clock enable port2 , as illustrated in
Figure 4.2. When execution is halted, the states of these elements are not modified because
of the disabled clock. The custom tool also generates control signals to the write enable
port of on-chip memories to guarantee that the content of these memories is not modified.
Step 3: Low-Level Partition. This step has three sub-steps to place the user logic and
the latency-insensitive interface in one HL virtual block into an array of LL virtual blocks.
Instead of first partitioning one HL virtual block and then placing each partition into one
LL virtual block, we choose to reuse the commercial place&route tool to monolithically
place one HL virtual block onto a given region on the physical FPGA and then split the
placement result to generate the placement of each LL virtual block. The synchronous
interface between LL virtual blocks enables this flow. The size of the pre-defined region is
determined by the amount of resource required by the user logic in one HL virtual block.
This flow has three benefits compared to the alternative flow: (1) the placement of all
LL virtual blocks are jointly optimized in the monolithic mapping process, (2) the highlyoptimized commercial FPGA place&route tool ensures the quality of the placement result,
and (3) this flow can better utilize the direct interconnections between adjacent physical
blocks. The placement process of all possible regions can be fully parallelized to minimize
the compilation time (Figure 4.3). Moreover, since the monolithic placement process is the
same as the placement process in the conventional FPGA compilation flow, the techniques
proposed in prior works [51][136][138] that improve the placement quality and reduce the
compilation time could also be applied onto this step.
2
This process is performed at the netlist level in the actual implementation, but it is drawn as performed
before technology mapping in Figure 4.1 for simplicity.
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The first sub-step uses a custom tool to estimate the number of LL virtual blocks required
by one HL virtual block. It then generates the Vivado constraint file to specify a region on
the physical FPGA that comprises the given number of LL virtual blocks, as illustrated in
Figure 4.3. The commercial FPGA place&route tool is used to map the input HL virtual
block into the defined region using the out-of-context flow [142]. The third sub-step then
uses a custom tool that utilizes the APIs provided by RapidWright to split the monolithic
placement result. The key APIs used in this custom tool are (1) Cell.getSite().getName()
to obtain the placement result of one primitive and determine which LL virtual block it
belongs to, and (2) Design.createAndPlaceCell() to create and place one logic primitive
into the corresponding LL virtual block. This step also generates the partition pins for
the wires that are passing through blocks based on the placement results obtained from
the Monolithic Placement step. This process has a low timing complexity as it only needs
to read the placement result of each logic primitive (e.g., LUT6) and assign it into the
corresponding LL virtual block. Compared with the monolithic placement process, the
runtime of this step is negligible.
Step 4: Local Routing. This step reuses the commercial FPGA place&route tool
to perform the local routing for each LL virtual block. The local routing of all LL virtual
blocks can be performed in parallel to reduce the compilation time.
Step 5: Relocation. This step uses a custom tool that leverages the APIs provided
by RapidWright to relocate one mapped LL virtual block into other feasible physical blocks
without recompilation (Figure 4.3). The key APIs used in this custom tool are (1) Module.setAnchor() to generate relative placement and routing for the given anchor (a logic
primitive such as BRAM), and (2) Module.place() to generate a new placement and routing
result for a given new anchor.
Step 6: Global Place&Route. This step reuses the commercial FPGA tools to
integrate the individually mapped components into a complete design and generate the
partial reconfigurable bitstreams to support dynamic runtime management. This process
is not supported by the Vivado GUI and we develop a Tcl script to automate it.
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Figure 4.4: One application is recursively partitioned into multiple HL virtual blocks.

4.1.1

Recursive Partition Process

We adopt a recursive partition method to map one application into HL virtual blocks. As
illustrated in Figure 4.4, one application is first mapped into a single HL virtual block,
which is then partitioned into two HL virtual blocks. This process is recursively performed
N times and totally generates 2N +1 − 1 HL virtual blocks. All these HL virtual blocks are
mapped onto LL virtual blocks using the flow illustrated in Figure 4.3 to support various
runtime deployments, such as deploying the application into a single FPGA or up to 2N
FPGAs, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Each round can generate K different partition results
to further increase the runtime deployment flexibility. Overall, the number of HL virtual
blocks generated by this step is

#Blocks = 1 + K

N
X

2i = 2K(2N − 1) + 1 = O(K2N )

i=1

We need to judiciously determine the value of parameter N and K to balance the
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Figure 4.5: A conceptual diagram to illustrate that improving K only leads to non-negligible
runtime performance improvement in limited scenarios.
compilation cost and the runtime deployment flexibility. For a specific application, it is
obviously that a larger K leads to better runtime performance. Nevertheless, this is not the
case when considering the entire system. Specifically, when the system has abundant FPGA
resources, then the runtime system can find an appropriate resource allocation to deploy one
application in most cases, even if this application only has one mapping result (K = 1), as
illustrated in Figure 4.5. On the contrary, when the system has a low resource availability
(high resource contention), no matter how many mapping results are generated for one
application, the runtime system might not be able to find a feasible resource allocation due
to the low resource availability, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. Thus, improving K might only
lead to a non-negligible runtime performance improvement in limited scenarios (Figure 4.5).
Based on this analysis, we choose K = 1 in our compilation framework. For the parameter
N , the mapping result that can deploy one application into multiple FPGAs (N ≥ 1) is
needed to alleviate the resource fragmentation caused by the boundary of physical FPGAs.
Moreover, the value of parameter N is also related to the size of the application, where
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Figure 4.6: The compilation framework for the single-level system abstraction. The steps
using custom tools are highlighted in blue.
a large application needs a large N to generate HL virtual blocks that are small enough.
Based on our design space exploration (Section 5.4.1), for applications that can fit into one
FPGA device (the majority of existing FPGA applications), N = 1 is sufficient to achieve a
high aggregated system performance. Thus, we choose N = 1 and K = 1 in our compilation
framework.

4.2

Compilation Framework for Single-Level Abstraction

The compilation framework developed for the single-level system abstraction is drawn in
Figure 4.6. Compared with the one for the two-level system abstraction (Figure 4.1), this
compilation framework merges the two partition steps (high-level and low-level partition)
into one step to map applications into virtual blocks. As the virtual blocks in the single-level
system abstraction have fixed capacity and resource constraints, the goal of this partition
step is minimizing the number of inter-block connections under the given resource constraints. Thus, we choose to perform this partition step at the netlist level, as this level
provides an accurate estimation on the low-level resource usages (e.g., number of LUTs and
BRAMs), which is difficult to be obtained in the level of control data-flow graphs and the
level of data-flow graphs. Simulated annealing algorithm is applied for this partition step.
This partition step also needs to optimize the location of partition pins to ensure the
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Figure 4.7: (a) A conceptual diagram to illustrate the the quality of the local placement
step for single-level system abstraction is more sensitive to the position of partition pins
compared with that of the monolithic placement step in two-level system abstraction. This
mainly because the local placement step has a smaller placement region (one physical block)
and more partition pins. (b) An iterative partition method is applied to obtain a fine-grained
partition results when mapping user logic into virtual blocks. The fine-grained partition
results are leveraged to determine the position of partition pins. In the drawn example,
the partition result obtained from the third iteration is used to determine the position of
partition pins.
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quality of the local placement. Partition pins are used as virtual IO pins in the outof-context flow [142] to guide the placement process (Figure 4.7a). Compared with the
monolithic placement step in Figure 4.1, the local place&route step in this compilation
framework has a smaller placement region and more partition pins. Thus, the quality of the
local placement result is more sensitive to the location of the partition pins compared to that
of the monolithic placement step, as illustrated in Figure 4.7a. In order to ensure the quality
of the local placement, an iterative partition process is applied to optimize the position of
partition pins, as illustrated in Figure 4.7b. This partition tool places logic primitives into
given blocks with the goal of minimizing the total wire length and then a partition result
is generated based on the placement result. More specifically, user logic is partitioned into
virtual blocks in the first iteration. Then one virtual block is partitioned into two sub-blocks
and the user logic partitioned into this virtual block in the first iteration is partitioned into
these two sub-blocks. In the following iterations, one sub-block is further partitioned into
two sub-blocks and the user logic partitioned into this sub-block in the previous iteration
is partitioned into the newly generated sub-blocks. This fine-grained partition result is
then used to determine the location of partition pins. We use a parameter n to control
the number of iterations, and a large n leads to better placement of partition pins. In
Section 4.4.2, a design space exploration is performed to determine the value of n.
The latency-insensitive interface generation step is slightly different from that described
in Section 4.1, mainly because of the different implementations of the intra-FPGA communication interface. The implementation of the intra-FPGA communication interface is
illustrated in Figure 4.8. Specifically, when the inter-FPGA connection is generated for
one specific inter-block communication interface, then the implementation of the remaining communication interfaces (inter-FPGA or intra-FPGA) are all determined (Figure 4.8),
since only two physical blocks in one FPGA device provide the access to the inter-FPGA
network. Thus, the control logic for the intra-FPGA communication interface can be included in the implementation of the inter-FPGA communication interface, and additional
paths are generated to propagate the control signals (Figure 4.8). With this method, the
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Figure 4.8: When the inter-FPGA connection is implemented for one interface, then the
implementation of the remaining interfaces are all determined based on the number of
physical blocks provided by one FPGA. In the drawn example, one FPGA provides N
physical blocks. Then the control logic for the intermediate blocks can be merged and
implemented in the inter-FPGA connection. This figure only draws the implementation for
one dataflow (from top to bottom) for simplicity.
communication region for intra-FPGA communication does not need to reserve resources
for control logic, which minimizes the amount of resources reserved by the system.

4.3

Compilation Framework for Application-Specific ISA

Two additional steps are developed for the three-level system abstraction (Figure 3.12), i.e.,
a decomposing step to map applications onto the top-level abstraction layer that comprises
a pool of soft blocks (added before the partition step in Figure 4.1), and a partition step
to map applications from the top-level abstraction layer to the high-level abstraction layer
(replace the partition step in Figure 4.1).

4.3.1

Decomposing Step

A given AS ISA-based accelerator is decomposed onto the top-level abstraction layer by
extracting all fine-grained parallel patterns (data parallelism or pipeline parallelism). This
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decomposing step is performed at the RTL level, as this allows us to provide an extendable
framework to support various high-level programming languages/frameworks [102][92][24][30]
[26][131]. To decompose a monolithic AS ISA-based accelerator, we first split the control
and data path at the top level of the design and map them into two separate soft blocks
(Figure 4.9a). This is feasible since AS ISA-based accelerators are FPGA-based soft processors with well-separated control and data path. Explicitly separating the control and
data path enables the optimization technique used for improving the runtime performance
(Section 4.3.2). We then recursively decompose the soft block that contains the data path
while keeping the soft block with control path unchanged. The soft block with the data
path can be decomposed either in a top-down flow or a bottom-up flow. In the top-down
flow, one soft block is decomposed into multiple child blocks based on one of the two primitive parallel patterns (Figure 4.9b). This decomposing process is recursively applied on the
newly generated soft block until it contains a basic module (a Verilog module that does not
instantiate other Verilog modules). Alternatively, in the bottom-up flow, we first extract
all basic modules contained in the data path and assign each of them into a leaf soft block
(Figure 4.9c). We then identify a cluster of soft blocks that are connected in one of the two
primitive patterns and create a parent soft block for them. This cluster is then replaced by
the created soft block and this process is recursively performed until there is no soft block
that can be clustered.
While experienced system designs might be able to manually decompose small AS ISAbased accelerators based on the aforementioned process by directly examining the source
code, this decomposing process may become more difficult and time-consuming for large
and complicated accelerators. Therefore, we develop a software tool to automate this decomposing process using the bottom-up flow due to the ease of implementation. Also, as
it is hard to automatically identify the control path from the RTL source code, we need
system designer’s assistance to mark the control path by providing the corresponding RTL
module name to the automation tool. We expect the required effort is relatively trivial
as these modules can be easily identified at the top level. For HLS-generated RTL code
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Figure 4.9: A conceptual diagram illustrates the decomposing flow, where (a) the control
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that might not be human-readable, this marking process can be performed at the level of
HLS code. Specifically, system designers separate the HLS code for control and data path
and synthesize them separately to obtain the RTL module name for control path. The
decomposing tool has following five steps:
1. Build block graph: This step parses the input RTL design to extract all basic
modules and then identifies the basic modules that belong to the data path. Each of these
basic modules are assigned into one soft block. The inter-block connection is built based
on the interconnection between the corresponding basic modules.
2. Extract Intra-Block Data Parallelism: This step is applied to extract the finegrained data parallelism inside a soft block. The data parallelism can be identified by
performing the equivalence checking on the logic within a soft block [45][93][126]. A group
of child blocks will be created for one soft block if it has data parallelism (Figure 4.10a).
3. Identify Inter-Block Data Parallelism: This step checks whether two input
blocks of one soft block have data parallelism (Figure 4.10b). Three cases are considered:
1) the two input blocks are identical, then a parent block will be created for these two soft
blocks, 2) one input block has child blocks connected in data parallelism and the other
input block is the same as the child block, then these soft blocks will be grouped into a
single sub-tree, and 3) both input blocks have child blocks connected in data parallelism
and these child blocks are identical, then these child blocks will be grouped into a single
sub-tree. This step iterates through all soft blocks and terminates when no such pattern is
identified.
4. Identify Pipeline Parallelism: The step checks whether the child blocks of two
soft blocks are connected in pipeline parallelism. Specifically, if these two blocks both have
child blocks that are connected in data parallelism and the number of child blocks are the
same, then these child blocks will be grouped into a two-level sub-tree, where the top level
is data parallelism and the bottom level is pipeline parallelism (Figure 4.10c). This step
also iterates through all soft blocks and terminates when no such pattern is identified.
5. Iteration: Step 3 and 4 are repeated to identify all parallel patterns and terminate
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Figure 4.10: Conceptual diagrams illustrate (a) the step of extracting the data parallelism
within a leaf soft block, (b) the step of identifying inter-block data parallelism, and (c) the
step of identifying pipeline parallelism.
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when no soft block can be merged.

4.3.2

Partition Step

Similar to the partition step in the compilation framework for the two-level system abstraction (Figure 4.1), this partition step also uses a recursive partition process. Specifically, the
top-level soft block is mapped into one HL virtual block and is then partitioned into two HL
virtual blocks. The newly generated HL virtual blocks are recursively partitioned. Different
from the partition step in the compilation framework for the two-level system abstraction,
the extracted parallel patterns are leveraged to simplify this partition step. Specifically,
if the child blocks of the soft block mapped to one HL virtual block are connected in the
pipeline parallelism, the tool will examine all inter-block connections and identify the one
with the minimal communication bandwidth to divide these child blocks into two clusters.
Alternatively, if the child blocks are connected in the data parallelism, these child blocks
will be evenly grouped into two clusters. Two parent soft blocks are then created for these
two clusters, which are mapped into two HL virtual blocks. This recursive partition process
is also controlled by the parameter N and K. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, we choose
N = 1 and K = 1 for this process.
Partition Data Path Only. The above recursive partition method is a generic solution
that partitions the entire accelerator into multiple HL virtual blocks, which will be deployed
into multiple FPGAs at runtime. Nevertheless, the limited inter-FPGA communication
bandwidth and the long communication latency might degrade the performance. Leveraging
the decomposing results, we propose a technique that only partitions the data path to
effectively overlap the inter-FPGA communication and computation. This technique is
applied to the AS ISA-based accelerators that have data parallelism in the root soft block
of the data path. We expect this is a common case for AS ISA-based accelerators as most of
them implement data processors to fully exploit the abundant spatial parallelism in FPGAs.
Instead of partitioning an AS ISA-based accelerator into multiple HL virtual blocks,
we propose to scale down one accelerator into multiple smaller accelerators and map these
accelerators into HL virtual blocks. As illustrated in Figure 4.11a, scaling down one accel67
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Figure 4.11: (a) A conceptual diagram illustrates the technique of scaling down one AS
ISA-based accelerator. Specifically, one AS ISA-based accelerator is split into two smaller
one. Each one has a complete control path and only computes part of the computation
results. We provide a template module for inter-FPGA synchronization (highlighted in
blue). (b) The key building blocks of this synchronization module are drawn in the figure.
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erator is realized by (1) duplicating the accelerator design and (2) reducing the number of
SIMD units to obtain a smaller accelerator design, which only generates part of the computation results. As the control path (e.g., instruction decoder) is not modified, the original
software programs can still run on these small accelerators. The partial computation results
generated by these smaller accelerators needs to be combined and the execution of these
accelerators need to be synchronized. We provide a parameterized template module and
reuse the instructions for reading/writing on-board DRAM to perform inter-FPGA communication for result combination and synchronization. As illustrated in Figure 4.11b, this
template module monitors the DRAM interface for reading/writing data. If a data entry
is written into a pre-defined address (e.g., an out-of-range address), then this module will
send this data entry to the corresponding accelerator through the inter-FPGA network. If
the accelerator reads a pre-defined address, this module will send a response to the accelerator only when it receives data from another accelerator to realize a barrier synchronization
(assuming the accelerator implements an in-order processor). This module sets a flag when
identifying this special read request. When this flag is set, this module will combine the
received data entry and the data entry read from the DRAM based on the index register
for the next read request (Figure 4.11b). This module invalidates these special read/write
requests to ensure functional correctness. The parameters of this template module (e.g.,
buffer width, the value of pre-defined address and the content in the index register) are
configured during the offline compilation time. A custom tool is developed for a specific
AS ISA to automatically insert the corresponding DRAM read/write instructions for a
given software program. We also provide another custom tool for a specific AS ISA to
perform instruction reordering under the dependency constraint to maximally overlap the
communication and computation.

4.4

Results

The developed compilation framework is evaluated using the widely used Rosetta benchmark suite [164][137]. These benchmarks are highly optimized HLS-based FPGA designs
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Figure 4.12: A conceptual diagram illustrates the template architecture used for generating
different variants of accelerator designs. A multi-level distribution network and pipeline
registers are included for better timing.
from machine learning and image/video processing domains. To better account for the
varying performance and cost demands in the dynamic cloud environment, we create a
template architecture to scale up one given kernel so that it can process multiple tasks in
parallel, as illustrated in Figure 4.12. This organization is used to evaluate the quality of
the partition tool developed for both two-level and single-level system abstraction. Specifically, an application with this organization can be partitioned into multiple parts that has
a low bandwidth requirement for the cross-boundary communication (Figure 4.12). Thus,
this synthetic organization can be utilized to show whether the developed partition tool can
find this boundary and generate high-quality partition results when the input applications
contain such boundaries. Using this template architecture, three variants of accelerator
designs (small, medium and large) are created for each benchmark. The characteristics of
these accelerator designs are reported in Table 4.1.

4.4.1

Compilation Time

The runtime breakdown of the three compilation flows, i.e., the baseline conventional compilation flow, the compilation flow for the two-level system abstraction, and the compilation
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Table 4.1: The resource usages of evaluated benchmarks.
Benchmark

Rendering

Digit
Recognition
Spam
Filtering
Optical
Flow

BNN

Face
Detection

Resource Usage

Size
LUTs

DFFs

DSPs

BRAMs

Small

43.5k

46.1k

48

10.3Mb

Medium

130.5k

137.3k

144

30.8Mb

Large

195.0k

179.5k

192

41.1Mb

Small

32.1k

42.5k

1

6.9Mb

Medium

88.6k

114.9k

3

20.6Mb

Large

165.0k

175.2k

5

34.3Mb

Small

41.7k

87.3k

896

9.4Mb

Medium

112.4k

151.9k

1792

18.8Mb

Large

221.3k

296.7k

3584

37.7Mb

Small

94.7k

87.5k

372

7.3Mb

Medium

157.3k

144.4k

620

12.2Mb

Large

282.6k

258.1k

1116

22.0Mb

Small

35.9k

61.6k

16

4.0Mb

Medium

71.1k

121.9k

32

8.0Mb

Large

140.3k

240.8k

64

16.0Mb

Small

92.5k

87.4k

152

5.8Mb

Medium

139.0k

130.8k

228

8.6Mb

Large

230.9k

217.7k

380

16.0Mb
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Figure 4.13: The runtime breakdown of different compilation process for the evaluated
accelerator designs. For each accelerator design (small, medium or large), from top to
bottom, the runtime of the baseline compilation flow, the compilation flow for two-level
abstraction that has one type of LL virtual block for one FPGA, the compilation flow for
the single-level abstraction, and the compilation flow for the two-level abstraction that has
two types of LL virtual blocks for one FPGAs are drawn.
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flow for the single-level system abstraction, is drawn in Figure 4.13. In this runtime measurement, compilation tasks such as local placement are performed in parallel to exploit the
parallelism provided by the compilation framework. Overall, the compilation flow for the
two-level system abstraction that has one type of LL virtual block for one FPGA is 31.4%
lower than that of the conventional compilation flow on average. Nevertheless, we also note
that the compilation flow for the two-level abstraction has a relatively longer runtime time
compared to the baseline flow for the small accelerator design. This mainly because the
runtime reduction from the local placement/routing step is not sufficient to compensate the
runtime of the additional steps, e.g., the global place&route step. We verified that the additional steps using custom tools, i.e., high-level partition, placement splitting and relocation,
only incur a marginal runtime overhead, since the tasks performed by these steps have a
much lower timing complexity than the place&route steps. Finally, the two-level system
abstraction that has two types of LL virtual blocks for one FPGA can support a smaller
physical block than the alternative two-level abstraction, thereby reducing the local routing
time. Nevertheless, more physical blocks are provided by one FPGA device (Figure 3.18),
leading to a longer global place&route time. Thus, the total compilation time for these two
variants of the two-level system abstraction is comparable.
The compilation flow for the single-level system abstraction also reduces the runtime
by 22.6% compared to the conventional compilation flow. This reduction is slightly lower
than that achieved by the compilation flow for the two-level system abstraction. This
mainly caused by the overhead of the partition step. This step uses the simulated annealing
algorithm to place hundreds of thousands of logic primitives into virtual blocks and generates
the partition result based on the placement result. Although a packing step is included
in the partition tool to reduce the timing complexity, the long runtime of this step still
outweighs the runtime reduction from the local place&route step. Nevertheless, by using an
asynchronous interface in the single-level abstraction (one compilation result can be used for
different runtime deployments), this compilation flow generates fewer compilation results
than the flow for the two-level system abstraction for each virtual block. Thus, the total
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compilation cost (the runtime summation of all compilation tasks) of this compilation flow
is 1.95× lower than that for the two-level abstraction on average, as shown in Figure 4.14.
The compilation flow for the two-level system abstraction needs to generate multiple
compilation results to account for the heterogeneity caused by the multi-die package (Section 3.2.2). Therefore, the aggregated compilation time of all compilation tasks of this
compilation flow is 4.27× longer than that of the baseline compilation flow on average (Figure 4.14). This compilation overhead is acceptable since the compilation process in the
virtualized environment is a one-time offline process (the cloud environment is not likely to
be used as a development environment). Moreover, the compilation flow for the two-level
system abstraction has a higher parallelism than the conventional compilation flow, thus, it
can better utilize the abundant resources in the cloud for compilation tasks. Providing two
types of LL virtual blocks for one FPGA further increases the compilation time by another
1.9× on average. This additional compilation cost does not lead to significant improvement
in runtime performance, as shown in Section 5.4.3. Thus, the two-level system abstraction
with one type of LL virtual block for one FPGA is preferred.

4.4.2

Compilation Quality

The compilation framework for the two-level system abstraction maximally reuses the existing commercial FPGA compilation tools (Section 4.1). Thus, the operating frequency of
the mapped FPGA accelerator is comparable to that mapped by the conventional compilation flow, as shown in Figure 4.15. The gap in the operating frequency is less than 5%.
Nevertheless, when mapping the accelerators onto the single-level system abstraction, the
gap in the operating frequency is about 10% even using a large n, as shown in Figure 4.16.
This mainly because the partition tool developed for the single-level system abstraction
only considers wire length when performing the placement (Figure 4.7). More sophisticated
factors, such as routing congestion, are not implemented in this partition tool to reduce
its timing complexity. Thus, the quality of the placement result generated by this partition tool is lower than that of the commercial placement tool, leading to a lower operating
frequency. Nevertheless, this simplified placement process leads to a good scalability with
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Figure 4.15: The operating frequency of the accelerators mapped onto the two-level system
abstraction, which is normalized to that mapped by the conventional FPGA flow. For each
benchmark, the result of three accelerator variants are provided (from left to right is large,
medium and small).
respect to the parameter n (Figure 4.16). Thus, the parameter n is set to 16 in our compilation framework when mapping applications onto the single-level system abstraction to
obtain the optimal mapping quality.
Another key quality metric is the required inter-block communication bandwidth, which
is drawn in Figure 4.17. This result confirms that the compilation framework for the twolevel system abstraction can fully utilize both off-chip and on-chip interconnection networks.
Specifically, the high-level partition step can effectively find the appropriate boundary to
partition applications into multiple HL virtual blocks with a low requirement on the communication bandwidth (< 10Gb/s). This largely reduces the burden on the off-chip interFPGA network. On the contrary, enabled by the synchronous interface between the LL
virtual blocks, the monolithic placement step can fully utilize the on-chip routing fabric to
ensure the mapping quality. In the single-level system abstraction, a unified asynchronous
interface is used for both off-chip and on-chip interconnections. Thus, the compilation
framework for this abstraction cannot separately process this two types of interconnections.
Consequently, all inter-block interconnections require similar communication bandwidth, as
shown in Figure 4.17. On the one hand, the generated communication interfaces cannot
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Figure 4.16: The average operating frequency obtained under different n values, which
is normalized to that mapped by the conventional FPGA compilation flow. The average
partition time with different n values is also reported. The parameter n is defined in
Section 4.2.
fully utilize the on-chip routing fabric. On the other hand, the required communication
bandwidth is also higher than that provided by the inter-FPGA interconnection network.
Therefore, it is preferred to apply the single-level system abstraction for small applications
that do not have strict requirements on performance.
When mapping these benchmarks onto the proposed system abstractions, BRAM resources are the bottleneck. Thus, it is meaningful to report the utilization of the BRAM
resources provided by the allocated physical blocks. In the two-level and single-level system
abstraction, the amount of wasted BRAM resources caused by the internal fragmentation
issue is 9.7% ∼ 37.5%. For the two-level abstraction with two types of LL virtual blocks for
one type of FPGA, the resource waste caused by internal fragmentation is 4.3% ∼ 16.9%,
which is lower than that in the other two abstractions due to the smaller physical blocks.
It is hard to reduce the resource waste caused by the internal fragmentation, since it is
hard to create identical physical blocks that can be fully utilized by diverse workloads with
distinct resource usages. One possible solution is mapping multiple LL virtual blocks into
one physical block. However, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, this mapping strategy increases
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Figure 4.17: The required communication bandwidth of the inter-block interconnections
when mapping applications onto the two-level system abstraction and the single-level system
abstraction. Enabled by the two-level system abstraction, the corresponding compilation
framework can effectively identify the boundary with the low bandwidth requirement to
partition these benchmarks. On the contrary, due to the unified asynchronous interface
in the single-level abstraction, the corresponding compilation framework cannot find such
boundary.
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the runtime management complexity and might also lead to security concerns. The internal
fragmentation issue needs more careful exploration, which is one possible future work.

4.4.3

Case Study: AS ISA-based Accelerator

In this case study, an AS ISA similar to the one proposed in Microsoft BrainWave project [40]
is applied to evaluate the performance of the specialized compilation framework (Section 4.3). This AS ISA is chosen because it is a representative use case and has been
deployed in the commercial FPGA cloud to build a product-scale system for the low-latency
DNN inference. Specifically, we develop a parameterized accelerator design for this AS ISA
as the design of the BrainWave project is not publicly available. The organization of this
accelerator design is similar to that described in [40], e.g., tile engines and multi-function
units as illustrated in Figure 4.18. It uses the block floating point format (BFP) for the
matrix-vector multiplication to increase the computing capability and half-precision floating point format (float16) for other secondary operations to reduce quantization noise (e.g.,
point-wise vector multiplication and activation). The number of tile engines in this design
can be adjusted to generate accelerator instances with different computing capabilities to
account for the varying performance/cost demands. A parameterized memory module is
developed so that the accelerator design can leverage the URAM resources when being
mapped onto the UltraScale+ FPGA. While this solution provides a unified memory interface to simplify the design of the accelerator, it leads to a under-utilization of the URAM
resources as URAM provides a large capacity (4096 72-bit words) than the BRAM does
(512 72-bit words). Further exploration on optimizing the accelerator design could be one
of the future work. Moreover, an instruction buffer is included in the accelerator design to
minimize the memory access.
This accelerator then can be decomposed using the provided compilation framework.
The root soft block of the data path has child blocks connected in the pipeline parallelism.
Nevertheless, the FP16-to-BFP converter and the vector register file are much smaller than
the remaining components. Thus, we mark these two components as control logic and
group them into the soft block that contains the control logic (Figure 4.18). With this
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Figure 4.18: A conceptual diagram illustrates the organization of the AS ISA-based accelerator design and the decomposing results.
Table 4.2: Hardware implementation results of the two baseline accelerators.
Device

#MVM

LUTs

DFFs

BRAMs

URAMs

DSPs

Tiles

Freq.

Peak

(MHz)

TFLOPS

VU37P

21

610k

659K

51.5Mb

22.5Mb

7517

400

36

KU115

13

367k

386k

45.4Mb

-

5073

300

16.7

modification, the soft block of the data path has data parallelism and the optimization
described Section 4.3.2 can be applied on this accelerator design.
In order to provide a high-quality baseline and ensure a fair comparison, the floorplanning function provided by Vivado is applied to improve the implementation quality
by manually optimizing the placement, as shown in Figure 4.19a. The resource usage and
the performance of the baseline accelerator on the two types of FPGAs are reported in
Table 4.2. By leveraging floorplanning, the peak throughput of the baseline accelerator is
comparable to that reported in [40]. This floorplanning is also reused when placing virtual
blocks (LL virtual block in the two-level abstraction and virtual block in the single-level
abstraction) into physical blocks for a fair comparison (Figure 4.19b).
DeepBench [97] that contains representative layers from various DNN models is used
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(a)
(b)

Figure 4.19: The floorplanning is leveraged to improve the mapping quality of the baseline
accelerator. Part of the floorplanning used for XCVU37P FPGA is shown in (a). This
function is also leveraged to improve the mapping quality of one virtual block to ensure a
fair comparison. The optimized implementation result is shown in (b).
to evaluate the compilation quality. Specifically, this benchmark suite provides several
GRU/LSTM inference tasks and the latency of these tasks with a batch size of one is
measured. Two different scenarios are considered when evaluating the inference latency: 1)
the AS ISA-based accelerator used to process one inference task is deployed onto a single
FPGA device (no inter-FPGA communication overhead), and 2) the accelerator is deployed
onto two FPGA devices. The inference latency in the first scenario is reported in Table 4.3.
We observe that there is only a marginal increase in the inference latency (3% ∼ 8%),
which is mainly caused by the latency-insensitive interface between HL virtual blocks. This
negligible overhead is achieved by leveraging the extracted parallel patterns. Specifically,
the partition tool described in Section 4.3.2 can avoid placing the pipelined data path within
a SIMD unit across HL virtual blocks by leveraging the parallel patterns. Consequently, it
effectively minimizes the additional latency introduced by the latency-insensitive interface.
We then evaluate the impact of the inter-FPGA communication latency when one AS
ISA-based accelerator is deployed onto two FPGA devices. We implement a programmable
module that includes a counter and a FIFO on FPGAs to intentionally add a certain amount
of latency into the inter-FPGA communication. This allows us to comprehensively evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed optimization technique (Section 4.3.2) under various conditions. As shown in Figure 4.20, the proposed technique can effectively hide the inter-FPGA
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Table 4.3: The latency of LSTM/GRU inference tasks.
Benchmark

Latency (ms)

Device
Baseline

This dissertation

Overhead

GRU

VU37P

0.0131

0.0136

3.8%

h=512 t=1

KU115

0.0227

0.0236

3.9%

GRU

VU37P

5.01

5.4

7.8%

h=1024 t=1500

KU115

18.5

19.9

7.8%

GRU

VU37P

1.83

1.96

7.5%

h=1536 t=375

KU115

6.91

7.43

7.5%

LSTM

VU37P

0.726

0.767

5.7%

h=256 t=150

KU115

1.31

1.38

5.6%

LSTM

VU37P

0.129

0.136

5.3%

h=512 t=25

KCU115

0.232

0.245

5.3%

LSTM

VU37P

0.146

0.157

7.0%

h=1024 t=25

KCU115

0.263

0.282

7.1%

LSTM

VU37P

0.238

0.258

8.4%

h=1536 t=50

KCU115

-

-

-

-: Cannot fit into the FPGA.
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Figure 4.20: The impact of the inter-FPGA communication latency on the inference latency
when the AS ISA-based accelerator is deployed onto two FPGA devices
communication latency for LSTM inference tasks by overlapping the data transfer of vector
ht and the matrix multiplication related to xt . For GRU inference tasks, this technique can
overlap the data transfer and computation for small GRU model (h = 1024) when the added
communication latency is less than 0.6µs. Nevertheless, the inter-FPGA communication
latency cannot be hided for a large GRU model (h = 2560). This is because a large GRU
model needs a large AS ISA-based accelerator that provides sufficient on-chip storage for
weight. Such a large accelerator also provides more computation capability than the one
used for a small model, leading to a shorter computation time. On the other hand, the data
transfer time increases in a larger model as it has a longer vector. Therefore, compared
with small GRU models, it is harder to hide the inter-FPGA communication latency for
large GRU models.
Overlapping the inter-FPGA communication latency and computation means that one
application can be deployed onto multiple physical FPGA devices without affecting the
inference latency. Thus, this optimization technique allows us to treat more applications
as batch workloads (not sensitive to inter-FPGA communication latency) during runtime
deployment, which improves the runtime performance as shown in Figure 5.6b,
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Chapter 5
Scheduling and Resource Management
This chapter presents a preliminary exploration of the runtime system for cloud FPGAs.
Specifically, enabled by the proposed two-level system abstraction (Section 3.2), a modular
runtime management system is designed for the heterogeneous FPGA cluster. This modular
design provides extendability to support clusters with different types of FPGAs. This
chapter then describes a heuristic-based policy for resource allocation to better utilize the
flexibility provided by the proposed system abstraction and avoid performance degradation
caused by the resource fragmentation and the long inter-FPGA communication latency. A
scheduling policy is also developed that considers the distinct characteristics of different
cloud instances (Section 2.5) to improve the overall system performance.

5.1

Modular Runtime System

Due to the hardware rolling upgrade strategy, the types of FPGAs contained in one heterogeneous FPGA cluster keep changing. Thus, it is necessary to design an extendable runtime
system to support such a scenario. Enabled by the proposed two-level system abstraction,
a two-level modular runtime management system is designed, as illustrated in Figure 5.1a.
Overall, this runtime management system comprises a top-level manager for task scheduling
and multiple bottom-level managers (one for each type of FPGAs) to perform the resource
allocation and low-level tasks such as loading bitstreams onto FPGAs. New bottom-level
manager can be added into this runtime system when a new type of FPGAs is deployed to
provide a good extendability.
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Figure 5.1: (a) The two-level modular runtime management system for the heterogeneous
FPGA cluster. The on-demand and spot instances are defined in Section 2.5. (b) The
single-level runtime management system for the homogeneous FPGA cluster.
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As illustrated in Figure 5.1a, the top-level manager maintains two task queues to schedule on-demand and spot instances separately using the scheduling policy described in Section 5.2. To allocate FPGA resources for one scheduled instance, this top-level manager
first obtains the HL virtual blocks generated for the corresponding application from the
database that stores the compilation results. It then sends these HL virtual blocks to all
bottom-level managers. After receiving one HL virtual block, the bottom-level manager
first obtains the corresponding LL virtual block arrays and the resource availability of the
specific type of FPGAs from the database (Figure 5.3). It then uses the heuristic-based
policy (Section 5.3) to allocate LL virtual block arrays for deploying the given HL virtual
block. The bottom-level manager finally returns the highest heuristic score for deploying
one HL virtual block into the corresponding type of FPGAs to the top-level manager. After
collecting the heuristic scores from all bottom-level managers, the top-level manager uses
a heuristic method to generate the optimal resource allocation and then sends requests to
the corresponding bottom-level managers to deploy the scheduled instance.

5.1.1

Specialized for A Homogeneous FPGA Cluster

Similar to the process of merging the two-level system abstraction into a single-level one
for a homogeneous FPGA cluster, the two-level runtime management system is merged
into a single-level one to manage the homogeneous FPGA cluster, as illustrated in Figure 5.1b. Specifically, the runtime manager for homogeneous FPGA cluster performs both
task scheduling and resource allocation using the policy described in Section 5.2 and 5.3,
respectively.

5.2

Task Scheduling Policy

As illustrated in Figure 5.1a, the top-level manager maintains two task queues to schedule
on-demand and spot instances separately. Specifically, on-demand instances are scheduled in
a first-come first-served (FCFS) manner to guarantee the performance, while spot instances
are scheduled whenever the FPGA cluster has sufficient resources to improve the aggregated
system performance by exploring the opportunity of task backfilling [39]. When the FPGA
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Figure 5.2: (a) A conceptual diagram illustrates that an inappropriate resource allocation
leads to resource fragmentation issue. (b) A conceptual diagram illustrates the calculation
of the fragmentation score. Service region in FPGAs is not drawn for simplicity.
cluster does not have sufficient resources for a newly arrived on-demand instance, deployed
spot instances will be interrupted and evacuated from the cluster one by one based on
the deployment sequence until the cluster has sufficient resources. The evacuated spot
instances are placed at the end of the corresponding task queue, thus, spot instances are
backfilled in a round-robin manner to ensure fairness. It is possible that the newly arrived
on-demand instance cannot be deployed after evacuating all running spot instances. Then
the system controller will try to deploy it again when one running on-demand instance
is terminated. This scheduling policy is effective in the cloud environment, which has
insufficient runtime information to support a more sophisticated policy. For instance, it
is impossible to obtain/estimate the completion time of instances, as instances can be
terminated by users at anytime under the pay-as-you-go pricing mechanism.

5.3

Resource Allocation Policy

A heuristic-based resource allocation policy is provided to minimize the resource waste
caused by the fragmentation issue and the performance degradation due to inter-FPGA
communication. Specifically, as an array of LL virtual blocks for one HL virtual block needs
to be deployed into contiguous physical blocks (Section 3.2.2), arbitrarily allocating physical
blocks is likely to cause resource fragmentation, as illustrated in Figure 5.2a. To address
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this issue, a fragmentation score is calculated for every possible resource allocation. As
illustrated in Figure 5.2b, this fragmentation score is calculated as the geometric mean of the
ratio between the number of contiguous physical blocks after one specific resource allocation
and the total number of physical blocks provided by one FPGA. A higher fragmentation
score means this FPGA can provide more contiguous physical blocks (thus less resource
fragmentation) after this resource allocation.
The bottom-level manager calculates the fragmentation score for all possible resource allocations of one HL virtual block. The highest fragmentation score for this HL virtual block
is returned to the top-level manager. As one application might be partitioned into multiple
HL virtual blocks, the top-level manager generates all possible combinations for deploying
one specific application, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. A fragmentation score is calculated
for each combination, which is the geometric mean of the score of the HL virtual blocks in
one combination. For the combination that deploys one application into multiple FPGAs,
a multi-FPGA penalty p < 1 is applied to avoid severe performance degradation caused by
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the inter-FPGA communication. The basic principle for determining the value of p is an
application whose performance is sensitive to the inter-FPGA communication latency will
have a smaller p. For instance, an application that performs streaming processing will have
a smaller p compared to one that performs batch processing. For instance, the application
that performs batch processing can set p = 1, while the application that performs stream
processing can set p = 0. This p coefficient can also be controlled by users to account for
the varying demand on performance and cost. For example, users that do not have strict
requirements on performance can set p to 1 to minimize the cost. Finally, the combination
with the highest fragmentation score is applied to deploy the application into the FPGA
cluster (Figure 5.3).

5.3.1

Possible Extension

This heuristic-based method can be easily extended to take more factors into consideration.
For example, if the required DRAM bandwidth of one application is available, then a
new DRAM contention score can be calculated to minimize the resource contention when
deploying multiple applications onto the same FPGA device. One possible way to calculate
P
the DRAM contention score is T otal DRAM Bandwidth/ Required Bandwidth, which
is the higher the better. Other factors such as power consumption (contention on the power
distribution network) can also be included. These possible extensions require additional
profiling tools to obtain the applications’ characteristics, which are not included in this
dissertation, as they are not indispensable building blocks for a virtualization framework.

5.4

Results

As there is no publicly available real-world cloud workloads using FPGAs, we follow the
widely used approach [101] to synthetically generate several workload sets to evaluate the
scheduling and resource allocation policy. Each workload set contains a sequence of accelerator designs from the benchmark set used for evaluating the compilation framework
(Table 4.1). The requests for deploying these workloads are issued with a random time interval to emulate the dynamic cloud environment. A resource contention ratio is calculated
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to characterize these workload sets. This resource contention ratio is calculated as the ratio
between the amount of FPGA resources that are required so that every workload can be
immediately deployed without waiting and the amount of FPGA resources provided by the
cluster. When this ratio is smaller than or equal to one, no contention happens and every
workload can be deployed without waiting. The ratio between the number of on-demand
and spot instances and the ratio between the number of batch and streaming workloads in
one workload set can also be adjusted to provide a comprehensive evaluation.
For one workload set, all workloads will be compiled onto the proposed system abstraction using the provided compilation framework to obtain the key performance metric, such
as throughput, latency and resource usage. This information is the input of a software emulator that contains a controller and a FPGA status maintainer. Specifically, the controller
implements the described scheduling policy and resource allocation policy, while the FPGA
status maintainer using the results generated from the compilation framework to track the
FPGA status. This emulator can generate a trace that contains the resource allocation and
deallocation operations, which is validated on the custom-built FPGA cluster (Section 3.5).
This emulator outputs the normalized response time as the performance metric, which is
calculated as
wait time + execution time
execution time

5.4.1

Design Space Exploration on Parameter N and K

We perform a design space exploration to evaluate the impact of the parameter N and
K. As shown in Figure 5.4-top, with a fixed parameter K, increasing parameter N from 0
(applications can only be mapped into a single FPGA) to 1 (applications can be mapped
into up to two FPGAs) effectively reduces the normalized response time of the on-demand
instances by 20.4% under the high resource contention, while further increasing it to 2
(applications can be mapped into up to four FPGAs) only leads to a marginal reduction
(< 1%). A similar trend is also identified for the spot instances. This is because N = 0
cannot enable FPGA sharing across physical FPGA boundaries, degrading the runtime
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environment for the heterogeneous FPGA cluster. (b) The comparison of the normalized
response time delivered by the two-level system abstraction and single-level system abstraction for the homogeneous FPGA cluster. The results of the non-virtalized environment is
not drawn in (b) for better clarity.
performance due to the lack of multi-FPGA support. Since N = 1 already provides multiFPGA support that effectively reduces external resource fragmentation, larger N only leads
to a marginal improvement. We also confirm that the parameter K has a marginal impact
on the normalized response time (< 4% as shown in Figure 5.4-bottom), which is consistent
with our analysis in Section 4.1.1. Thus, we use parameter N = 1 and K = 1 in all
evaluations.

5.4.2

Improvement Over Non-virtualized Environment

The runtime performance of the virtualized environment is compared with that of the nonvirtualized environment (i.e., allocating an entire FPGA to one application). Overall, the
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two-level system abstraction can effectively reduce the normalized response time compared
to the non-virtualized case under high resource contention (Figure 5.5a). Since the wait
time will be accumulated when deploying a sequence of applications, it is meaningful to
report the highest resource contention ratio that can be supported when the normalized
response time is lower than a given threshold. Specifically, if the normalized response time
is required to be lower than 1.005 (to avoid a rapid accumulation of wait time), the twolevel system abstraction can support a 1.62× higher resource contention ratio compared
to the non-virtualized case when using the same FPGA cluster. This is enabled by the
fine-grained FPGA sharing enabled by the two-level system abstraction. The heuristicbased resource allocation policy also effectively reduces the resource waste caused by the
external fragmentation. Specifically, the utilization of the physical blocks is about 94% on
average. Figure 5.5b shows the performance comparison between the two-level system abstraction and single-level system abstraction on a homogeneous FPGA cluster. Specifically,
if the normalized response time is required to be lower than 1.005, the two-level system abstraction can support a 1.19× higher resource contention ratio compared to the single-level
abstraction when using the same FPGA cluster. This is because the additional communication region in the single-level system abstraction reduces the amount of FPGA resources
provided by the FPGA devices. We also confirm that the runtime policy can support the
dynamic cloud environment and provide a stable performance under different composition
of cloud instances and workloads (Figure 5.6ab).

5.4.3

Comparison between Variants of Two-Level System Abstraction

The performance comparison between the two variants of the two-level system abstraction
is shown in Figure 5.7. By managing the FPGA resource in a more fine-grained manner, the two-level system abstraction that provides two types of LL virtual blocks for one
FPGA effectively reduces the normalized response time by up to 20.5% compared with
the one with one type of LL virtual block. Nevertheless, the reduction for the on-demand
instance is marginal (< 3%). This mainly because that the runtime scheduling policy can
effectively reduce the normalized response time for the performance-driven on-demand in93
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Figure 5.6: The normalized response time under different percentages of (a) on-demand
instances and (b) batch workloads. The resource contention ratio is 0.9 in both experiments.
The percentage of batch workloads is 50% in (a), and the percentage of on-demand instances
is 50% in (b).
stances. Consequently, the improvement from the abstraction is limited. Since the two-level
system abstraction that provides two types of LL virtual blocks for one FPGA has a higher
compilation cost (Section 4.4.1), it is preferred to utilize the simple one that only provides
one type of LL virtual block for one FPGA.
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Chapter 6
Extend to Liquid Silicon
This chapter presents a new reconfigurable architecture, namely Liquid Silicon, that is used
as a case study to show that the proposed virtualization solution can be extended to other
spatial reconfigurable architectures. Enabled by the non-volatile memory technology (i.e.,
RRAM), Liquid Silicon has a homogeneous architecture comprising a two-dimensional (2D)
array of identical “tiles”. Different from the heterogeneous FPGA architecture that uses
specialized hard IP blocks for dedicated functions (Figure 2.1), each tile in Liquid Silicon
can be configured into one or a combination of four modes: heavy-weight compute mode,
light-weight compute mode, interconnect mode, and memory mode. Such flexibility allows
users to partition resources based on applications’ needs, in contrast to the fixed resource
provisioning in FPGAs that is determined by the vendors during manufacturing. The
following sections first present the necessary background information and then describe the
architecture and the custom compilation framework developed for Liquid Silicon. A chip
demonstration of Liquid Silicon is also provided. Finally, the method of extending the
proposed virtualization solution to Liquid Silicon is presented.

6.1
6.1.1

Background
RRAM and Access Device

Resistive random access memory (RRAM) is one promising non-volatile memory technology
because of the small cell size (4F 2 ), fast switching time (as low as 10ns [122]), excellent
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Figure 6.1: (a) The Ir/T a2 O5−δ /T aOx /T aN structure [132] of one RRAM cell. (b) The
resistive switching I-V curve.
scalability (< 10nm [134]), and good endurance (up to 1012 cycles [79]). The T aOx RRAM
device from Panasonic [132] is used in this dissertation that has already been used in
commercial products since 2013 [103]. The structure and the resistive switching I-V curve
of this T aOx RRAM cell are drawn in Figure 6.1. This RRAM device is used to build
the crossbar array in Liquid Silicon. Benefiting from the CMOS-compatible monolithic 3D
fabrication process, the RRAM crossbar array can be stacked atop CMOS circuits in the
back end of line (BEOL), thereby not consuming the die area as illustrated in Figure 6.4.
In the crossbar array, an access device is needed to pair with one RRAM device to
suppress the leakage current on the sneak path. This access device can effectively reduce
the power consumption when writing the RRAM array [20]. It also eliminates the sneak
path leakage current during computation (Section 6.2.4-Crossbar Array). Among various
access devices [113][128], we choose the FAST selector [62] to build the crossbar array in Liquid Silicon. It is a two-terminal bi-directional diode with a high selectivity (∼ 1010 ), a steep
turn on slope (< 5mV /dec), a BEOL-compatible fabrication process, and an adjustable
turn on voltage.
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6.1.2

Related Work

Several works proposed to use the nanowire-based crossbar array to build nanoscale reconfigurable computing architectures [34][36][46][109]. In these architectures, a group of
logic gates can be implemented by nanowire-based crossbar arrays. Due to the small feature size of the nanowire, they consume less area and achieve higher performance than the
CMOS-based implementations. Liquid Silicon is different from them in two aspects. At
first, besides implementing logic functions, crossbar arrays in Liquid Silicon can also implement other functions, e.g., memory and ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM),
thereby improving the hardware utilization for supporting diverse workloads. In addition,
these nanowire-based architectures require the logic functions mapped onto one crossbar
have the same data-flow direction, i.e., all inputs need to be applied on the word-lines and
all outputs are on the bit-lines, and vice versa. On the contrary, Liquid Silicon allows more
fine-grained control, i.e., inputs and outputs can have different data-flow directions in one
crossbar. This flexibility is utilized by the custom compilation framework to improve the
mapping quality.
Numerous research efforts have been devoted to investigate novel FPGA architectures
based on non-volatile memory technologies [22][25][42][53][84]. In these architectures, nonvolatile memory cells (e.g., RRAMs) are used to either 1) replace the SRAM cells in LUTs,
2) replace the pass gates in routing fabric (connection blocks and switch blocks) as programmable switches, or 3) build dense on-chip memory blocks. Benefiting from the BEOLcompatible fabrication process and non-volatility, these implementations reduce the chip
area and power consumption, without changing the basic architecture of FPGAs. Nevertheless, these architectures use non-volatile memory cells as a direct drop-in replacement
of the SRAM cell. On the contrary, Liquid Silicon provides a radically different reconfigurable architecture that is tailored to the RRAM technology, which allows flexible resource
partitioning among computation, storage and routing.
In another interesting work, a configurable memory array is built upon a crossbar array
using conventional SRAM [60], which can also be configured to perform TCAM/CAM func98
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Figure 6.2: Liquid Silicon provides a user-controlled resource provisioning to cover the whole
spectrum, from data-intensive to compute-intensive. On the contrary, FPGAs only provide
an efficient support on compute-intensive applications.
tion and bit-wise logic operations. It stores words column-wise in TCAM/CAM mode, but
row-wise in logic mode. Consequently, it requires data reshuffling when performing different
operations, thereby reducing the flexibility and efficiency. On the contrary, Liquid Silicon
does not have any of these restrictions, and words (data entries) can be stored in either
direction. Additionally, this work only implements a single SRAM block to realize simple
bit-wise logic function (e.g., AND and NOR), while Liquid Silicon can implement arbitrary
complex logic with a full-fledged compilation tool to support the application mapping.

6.2
6.2.1

Liquid Silicon Architecture
Overview

Liquid Silicon is a homogeneous architecture that comprises a 2D array of identical building
blocks (also referred to as “tiles“), as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Different from the islandstyle FPGA architecture that contains specialized hard IP blocks for dedicated functions,
each tile in Liquid Silicon can be configured into one or a combination of four distinct
modes: 1) light-weight compute mode, 2) heavy-weight compute mode, 3) interconnect
mode, and 4) memory mode, depending on the workloads (Figure 6.2). In addition to the
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Figure 6.3: (a) To improve resource utilization, one tile can be partitioned between heavyweight compute mode and interconnect mode. (b) This flexibility results in better mapping
with low routing pressure compared to FPGAs.
coarse-grained (tile-wise) configuration that allows Liquid Silicon to provide an adjustable
compute-to-memory access ratio (defined in [159]), Liquid Silicon also allows a flexible
resource partitioning within a tile between heavy-weight compute and interconnect in a
more fine-grained manner based on the actual usage (Figure 6.3a). Such a combination
of coarse-grained and fine-grained controls leads to an improved utilization and reduced
routing pressure over conventional FPGAs (Figure 6.3b).
Despite the rich configuration modes supported by each tile, the tile has a relatively
simple structure with two basic building blocks: a crossbar array and a set of connection
nodes, as illustrated in Figure 6.4.
The crossbar array contains multiple work-lines (WLs) and bit-lines (BLs), where one
cell containing one diode and one RRAM is placed at the intersection of a WL and a BL,
as illustrated in Figure 6.4. The array itself can be fully reused across the four modes
of operations, i.e., implementing arbitrary logic functions (heavy-weight compute mode),
TCAM function (light-weight compute mode), memory and routing. Previously, an 8Mb
multi-layered crossbar array using the T aOx -based 1D1R cell has been demonstrated by
Panasonic [65], which presents the details of fabricating RRAM crossbar.
The connection node is used for connecting WLs (BLs) of two adjacent crossbar arrays,
restoring small analog signals to full-swing digital signals for noise tolerance, and supporting
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the operations of four configuration modes. The key building blocks in one connection
node are sense amplifiers (S/As), skippable flip-flop, skippable inverter, voltage driver and
configuration memories, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Different from the large and powerhungry conventional current of voltage S/As, a compact and low-power RC-based S/A
(adapt the design in [81]) is employed to improve noise tolerance. It detects the small analog
signal changes on a WL (or a BL) in one array and generates a full-swing digital output to
drive the corresponding WL (or BL) in the adjacent array, and vice versa. The skippable flipflop is used to implement sequential circuits. The skippable inverter is included for logical
completeness. The voltage driver can be configured to generate different drive voltages for
four modes, controlled by the configuration memories. The configuration memories also
control the dataflow direction of the connection node, which is designed with two copies of
circuits to operate bidirectionally. We note that connection nodes can also be disabled if
not in use to save power. More details of the circuit design are presented in Section 6.2.4.

6.2.2

Configuration Modes

Light-weight Compute Mode
One tile in this mode can be configured as an embedded TCAM block that can be
used to implement high-performance parallel search or binarized network [28]. The idea is
inspired by the fact that a TCAM array based on non-volatile memory [81] has the same
physical design as a memory array and thus the crossbar array can be reused to implement
the TCAM function as a dedicated light-weight configuration mode.
Figure 6.5 provides an example of the parallel search operation. The two adjacent
RRAM cells are paired to store one bit of the word entry. Specifically, these two cells are
programmed into complementary states to represent logic 1 or 0, and both of them are
programmed into the high resistance state to represent X that can match with any input.
Then the search key (101 in the drawn example) is applied on WLs (or BLs), where one
bit of the search key is applied on two adjacent WLs (or BLs). This search key is then
compared with every data entry that is stored in the crossbar array in parallel. Finally, the
S/As output a match vector in which a logic 0 indicates a mismatch between the search
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Figure 6.5: One tile in the light-weight compute mode supports the parallel search operation.
The data entries can be stored either row-wise (left) or column-wise (right). The matched
entry is highlighted in blue.
inputs and the stored entry, while a logic 1 indicates a match. The match vector can be
further fed to the adjacent tiles for post processing, such as priority encoding.
The TCAM implementation in Liquid Silicon provides three advantages over other standalone TCAM designs [81][85][19]. 1) It can implement TCAM blocks with different sizes
and/or aspect ratios by coalescing adjacent tiles. 2) It allows data to be stored in either a
row-wise or a column-wise manner. 3) It allows users to flexibly define their custom postmatch functions such as a priority encoder or a population counter by configuring adjacent
tiles into heavy-weight compute mode.
This mode also provides a native implementation of the binarized neural network (BNNs).
As illustrated in Figure 6.6, this is equivalent to a TCAM function. Specifically, the binary weights are stored in the crossbar arrays (like the stored data entry in TCAM), while
the input vector is applied on the WLs (or BLs) of the tile (like the search inputs). The
S/A implements the equivalent count, normalization and activation function in the neural
network.
Heavy-weight Compute and Interconnect Mode.
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Figure 6.6: The light-weight compute mode is also used to implement the binarized neural
network, and the data layout in one tile can be either horizontally or vertically.
The heavy-weight compute mode and the interconnect mode are described together due
to the similarities between them. In the Berkeley Logic Interchange Format (BLIF) [10], an
AND logic function can be represented by a combination of 0, 1 and -. For example, function
F = ABC is represented as 111, while F = ĀB̄ C̄ (or F = A + B + C) is represented as
000. In case of unused inputs, - will be used to mask them. For instance, when the inputs
are A, B, C and D, the function F = ĀB C̄ can be represented as 010-. We observe that
this representation is fully compatible with the TCAM function, i.e., we can apply the three
states in TCAM (0, 1, X) to represent the three states (0, 1, -) in BLIF to implement AND
logic functions, and use search keys to represent its logic inputs.
Based on this observation, the light-weight compute mode can be extended to the heaveweight compute mode, i.e., one tile can implement arbitrary combinational logic functions
in situ in the crossbar array without using ALUs. Sequential circuits can be implemented by
configuring the skippable flip-flop in the connection node. Figure 6.7 provides an example
to show that how to map a group of combinational logic functions onto one tile. Overall,
there are three key features for such crossbar-based logic implementation: 1) each data
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Figure 6.7: The operation of the heavy-weight compute mode is illustrated (left) and four
logic functions are packed and mapped onto one tile. The operation of the interconnect
mode is illustrated (middle). These two modes can be co-existed in the same tile (right).
entry of a tile can implement a multi-input-single-output logic function (up to 256 inputs).
2) The logic inputs are shared among the logic functions in the same tile. 3) The data flow
direction can be controlled at a fine granularity of entry level (instead of tile level). The
inputs and outputs can be applied on either the top/bottom or left/right side of a tile.
The interconnect mode can be treated as a special case of heavy-weight compute mode,
in which one data entry implements a buffer function (F = A). As shown in Figure 6.7,
one input can be routed to any of the other three directions in a tile by programming the
crossbar array and the connection nodes accordingly. Additionally, this mode is able to
co-exist with the heavy-weight compute mode in the same tile (Figure 6.7).
Memory Mode.
In this mode, four adjacent tiles are used to implement a single-port memory block. As
illustrated in Figure 6.8, one tile is configured as a memory array and a small fraction of this
tile (∼ 4.7%) is used to implement the column address decoding logic. The remaining three
tiles are configured in the heavy-weight compute mode to implement row address decoder
and read/write column select logic. It might appear that using four tiles to implement one
memory block is inefficient. However, due to the ultra-dense array organization and much
simplified pitch match between the array and the periphery, the overhead is negligible.
Moreover, since all peripheral circuits are implemented in a soft-logic style (instead of
ASIC), users can flexibly adjust the logical aspect ratio of the memory array. Our custom
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compilation tools support varying logical aspect ratios from 4b×15616 to 32b×1952 (61kb in
total) by default, and more logical aspect ratios can be realized by configuring the peripheral
circuits.
The read operation is performed in several steps, as illustrated in Figure 6.8a. First, the
row address is decoded by the row address decoding logic in the right tile, and the outputs
are sent the memory array (central tile). Meanwhile, the column address is also sent to the
column address decoding logic in the memory array in the same direction as the decoded
row address. After performing sensing by the connection nodes (highlighted in blue), the
read column select logic (NOR gates in the top tile) is applied on the outputs of the memory
array to generate the final read results. Note that, the write column select logic in bottom
tile is disabled during the read operation.
The write operation is performed in two consecutive steps to write logic 1 and logic 0,
controlled by the write high (WH) signal. In write operation, row address decoding logic
and write column select logic generates the appropriate drive voltage, based on the address,
WH, and the write data. Note that during write, the read column select logic and column
adderss decode logic are disabled (Figure 6.8b).

6.2.3

Comparison With FPGAs

Liquid Silicon shares some similarities with FPGAs in its reconfigurable data-flow architecture, but it also radically differs from FPGAs by providing the following features.
Hardware support for light-weight computation. Liquid Silicon provides native TCAM hardware support by virtue of a dedicated light-weight compute mode, whereas
FPGAs need to consume scarce on-chip memory resources to emulate the equivalent TCAM
function. Moreover, this mode also provides an efficient implementation of binarized neural networks, which nevertheless requires costly hardware resources (including both logic
and on-chip memory) in FPGA for the same purpose. Therefore, search-/data-intensive
applications can be performed more efficiently on Liquid Silicon than FPGAs.
Flexible memory blocks. Liquid Silicon provides a flexible memory support to better
customize the capacity and location of on-chip memory, depending on workloads. For
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instance, one can configure more tiles into the memory mode to achieve high capacity and
in close proximity to compute units to better exploit data locality to save power. On the
contrary, memory blocks are hard-wired resource in FPGA and thus their capacity and
location cannot be changed after manufacturing.
Coarse-grained logic implementation As presented in the heavy-weight compute
mode (Section 6.2.2), tiles in Liquid Silicon supports logic functions with a large number of
inputs. To improve tile utilization (the percentage of resources of a tile used for mapping),
our compilation optimization has taken advantage of this architectural feature and employs
a coarse-grained logic implementation, i.e., applications are synthesized into complex logic
functions with larger granularity (∼ 30 inputs). On the contrary, logic implementation in
the FPGA is fine-grained, where applications are synthesized into a netlist of simple logic
gates (⩽ 6 inputs), and these gates are mapped onto 6-input lookup tables (LUTs) in an
FPGA. As compared with FPGA, the coarse-grained logic implementation in Liquid Silicon
results in shallower logic depth, less routing pressure (Figure 6.3b), better tile utilization
and thus higher performance and energy efficiency than FPGAs.
Fully exploit RRAM technology. Enabled by the nonvolatile nature of RRAM
technology, Liquid Silicon does not need to load bitstreams from external memory when it
is powered on, thereby reducing the configuration times and power. The nonvolatile nature
also improves its security as the bistreams are stored internally. It eliminates the security
vulnerability caused by the external bitstream loading process in FPGA which creates an
easily exploitable, non-invasive conduit by which the FPGA’s IP can be captured and copied.
Efficient resource partitioning. In Liquid Silicon, the hardware resources can be
flexibly partitioned by the compilation framework between logic and interconnect based on
the actual usage (Figure 6.3a), leading to better resource utilization than FPGA.

6.2.4

Circuit Implementation

Crossbar Array
In Liquid Silicon, each tile contains one crossbar array, which is built upon 1D1R cells
comprising a RRAM device and an access device placed at the intersection of a bit-line (BL)
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and a word-line (WL), as illustrated in Figure 6.4. When one tile is configured to implement
one of the four modes (Section 6.2.2), the RRAM cells in the crossbar are programmed into
appropriate resistance states (LRS or HRS), and the BLs (or WLs) in the crossbar are
either driven or sensed by the connection nodes.
Proper voltages are applied on BLs (or WLs) to eliminate the sneak path leakage during
computation. More specifically, when one BL (or WL) is driven by the connection node, it
can have two voltage levels, i.e., Vinput0 and Vinput1 to represent logic 0 and 1, respectively.
When it is sensed by the connection node, the voltage on this line is between Vprecharge and
Vdischarge based on the sensing scheme (Section 6.2.4-Connection Node). To eliminate
the sneak path leakage, these voltages need to satisfy the following requirements3 .

(1)Vinput1 − Vinput0 < VT

(2)Vprecharge − Vdischarge < VT

(3)Vprecharge − Vinput0 > VT

(4)Vprecharge − Vinput1 < VT

Satisfying the requirement (1) means that when one BL and one WL are both driven by
the connection nodes, the access device (diode) at the intersection is turned off, therefore
no direct path is formed between two voltage sources (no static current). Satisfying the
requirement (2) indicates that when one BL and one WL are both sensed by the connection
nodes, the access device at the intersection is turned off, thereby disconnecting these two
lines. Requirements (3)-(4) are given by the sensing scheme, which will be discussed in
Section 6.2.4-Connection Node.
Based on these requirements, the voltages used in Liquid Silicon are Vinput0 = −0.3V ,
Vinput1 = 0V , Vprecharge = 0.5V , Vdisharge = 0.3V and VT = 0.6V .

Connection Node
The circuit implementation of one connection node is depicted in Figure 6.9. The
key building blocks are 1) sense amplifier (S/A) for sensing the voltage changes on the
connected BL (or WL), 2) configurable dynamic inverter to assist implementing the OR
3

VT is the turn on voltage for the access device, and Vdd = 1V under 45nm technology.
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Figure 6.9: Detailed implementation of one connection node.
gates in the Sum-Of-Product (SOP) terms, 3) flipflops for implementing sequential circuits,
4) voltage driver to generate the required voltages for different modes, and 5) RRAM-based
configuration memories to control the various operations of the connection node.
Building Block - Sense Amplifier
The circuit implementation of the S/A is presented in Figure 6.10, which contains three
parts: 1) precharging circuit (P1 and the transmission gate), 2) discharging circuit (N1
and N2), and 3) inverters to generate a full swing output. To illustrate the sensing scheme
used in this S/A design, we assume that the data entry is stored on BLs, and inputs are
applied on WLs by driving them to Vinput0 or Vinput1 . Note that the same sensing circuit
and scheme can still be applied when the data entry is stored on WLs.
The sensing operation is controlled by the sensing clock and is performed in two stages:
precharge and evaluation. In the precharge stage, the BL is charged to Vprecharge through
the transmission gate, and the node SN is precharged to Vdd through P1. Then, in the
evaluation stage, BL is floating and starts to discharge (Figure 6.11b) at a rate depending
on the number of WLs that are pulled down to Vinput0 (requirement 3) and the resistance
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Figure 6.12: Circuit design of the configurable dynamic inverter.
states of RRAMs on the BL (Figure 6.11a). Note that, no discharging current flows through
the WLs that connected to Vinput1 (requirement 4) due to the isolation of the access device,
regardless of the resistance states of RRAMs. At the same time, node SN is also discharging
to ground since N1 and N2 are opened (Figure 6.11c), and the discharging rate is controlled
by the gate voltage of N2, i.e., the voltage of the BL. In a match case (BL1 in Figure 6.11),
SN has a higher discharging rate and the output switches to logic 1 in a shorter time,
compared to the mismatch case (BL0 in Figure 6.11d).
Building Block - Configurable Dynamic Inverter
The configurable dynamic inverters are included to improve the mapping quality. As
discussed in Section 6.3, applications are synthesized into SOP terms in the technology
mapping stage, where each SOP term comprises a group of AND gates and one OR gate.
While it is efficient to map the group of AND gates onto tiles, it leads to a low utilization
when mapping the OR gates onto tiles. More specifically, these OR gates do not share their
inputs with other logic gates, and when mapping them onto tiles, the WLs (or BLs) they
occupy cannot be utilized by other gates mapped in the same tile. This reduces the amount
of logic gates that can be mapped onto one tile and results in a degraded performance (e.g.
area). Using configurable dynamic inverters to implement these OR gates can improve the
mapping quality.
The circuit implementation of a configurable dynamic inverter is shown in Figure 6.12,
which contains one dynamic inverter and one NMOS. The dynamic inverter is controlled
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by the same sensing clock that is applied to the S/A, and its operation is illustrated in
Figure 6.11e. The NMOS can be configured to connect the adjacent connection nodes,
therefore, a multi-input dynamic NOR gate can be formed among adjacent nodes.
Building Block - Flip-flops
As shown in Figure 6.9, one connection node contains two flip-flops for one data-flow
direction. One flip-flop is conditionally included to implement the sequential circuit. The
other one (marked in grey in Figure 6.9) is included to latch the output (Figure 6.11f) of
the configurable dynamic inverter, which is controlled by the reference timing signal. This
reference timing signal is locally generated by one reserved entry (WL or BL) in every tile.
This allows each tile to have its own reference timing control, therefore, it works for all
configuration modes without any modification.
Building Block - Driver Circuits
Driver circuits are included to generate the correct drive voltages based on the input
signal and the sensing clock. Controlled by one configuration memory, they also can be
disabled to save power. Two types of driver circuits are used in the connection node.
Driver 1 contains a negative voltage level shifter to generate the Vinput0 , and the driver 2
extends the driver 1 by adding a positive voltage level shifter to provide the write voltages
for the memory mode. Since the row address decode logic and write column select logic
(Figure 6.8) can only be placed on the right and bottom side of the memory array, only one
data-flow direction needs to use the large driver circuits (Driver 2), as shown in Figure 6.9.
Building Block - Configuration Memory
In Liquid Silicon, we also use RRAM devices to build non-volatile configuration memory
in the connection node. Each configuration memory is structured with a 3D2R cell, two
inverters, and two MOSFETs (Figure 6.13a) and can be organized as a crossbar array
(Figure 6.13b), by connecting the WLs (W LT and W LB ), BLs and LOAD lines. Information
is stored in each configuration memory cell using two RRAM devices, which are programmed
to have complementary states (one in HRS and the other in LRS). For example, the RRAM
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Figure 6.13: (a) Circuit implementation of the non-volatile configuration memory, and
voltage setups for three operations are highlighted. (b) 3D2R cells can be organized in a
crossbar structure and the voltage setup to program one RRAM cell (in blue) is illustrated.
device in blue (Figur 6.13a) is programmed into LRS to store logic 1, otherwise it stores
logic 0.
To program the RRAM device in configuration memory, the “V/3” write scheme [20] is
used, and one example (Figure 6.13b) is given to illustrate the applied voltages for writing
one RRAM device (blue).
In the read operation, W LT is connected to Vdd , and W LB is connected to gnd. A
voltage divider is formed between two WLs, and the voltage on Node A (Figure 6.13a)
is determined by the resistance states of the two RRAM devices. The degraded voltage
level on Node A due to the limited resistance ratio is restored to a full voltage swing by
the inverters to generate final digital outputs. In addition, Vdd /2 is applied on BL to turn
off the access device in red (Figure 6.13a), thereby disconnecting 3D2R cells from BL and
isolating them from each other. Finally, the LOAD line is connected to Vdd , and the stored
configuration bit is loaded into the storage node (Node S).
During normal operations, WLs, BL and LOAD line are all connected to gnd (Figure 6.13a). Therefore, 3D2R cells have zero standby power consumption, and configuration
bits are retained without the need of an external power supply.
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Power-Saving Techniques
S/A is the most power consuming part in the connection node because it needs to
frequently precharge the BL or WL (large capacitance). To reduce the power, we apply two
techniques when designing the S/A. The first technique is that we reduce the precharging
voltage, i.e., using Vprecharge instead of Vdd . In addition, instead of a rail-to-rail voltage
swing, the voltage on the BL or WL is a small voltage difference between Vdischarge and
Vprecharge , which is 0.2V in this design. This technique reduces the power consumption for
one precharging operation.
The other technique is that, instead of only having one sensing clock, multiple sensing
clocks that have same the frequency but different phases are provided, and S/As choose
one of them to perform the sensing operation. This can reduce the operation frequency
of the S/A, thereby reducing the power consumption, as illustrated in Figure 6.14. More
specifically, one critical path of the mapped application can have n connection nodes. If
only one sensing clock is provided, then in order to run the application under frequency
f , the sensing clock frequency needs to be nf . On the contrary, if two sensing clocks are
provided, then the sensing clock frequency can be reduced to nf /2. More sensing clocks
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Figure 6.15: Physical design of a tile under 40nm technology.
lead to lower power consumption, but they require more multiplexers and configuration
memories for selecting clocks (large area). In this design, we choose to include two sensing
clocks which reduces the power consumption of Liquid Silicon without noticeably increasing
the design complexity.
Physical Design
As described in Section 6.1.1, the fabrication process of the RRAM and access device is
BEOL compatible. Therefore, the crossbar arrays are implemented on upper level metals
i.e., M3 and M4 layers while the connection nodes use lower level metals, i.e., M1 and
M2 layers for local routing and are buried underneath the arrays. We perform layout
optimization by judiciously increasing the pitch size of the crossbar array, which will ease
the placement of connection nodes fully below the array to achieve the minimal Si area.
Additionally, we share common circuits (e.g. S/A and voltage driver) as much as possible
between tiles to further reduce the area. As shown in Figure 6.15, we complete the physical
design using 40nm CMOS technology. The area of one tile is measured to be 87.87µm ×
87.24µm. The physical design information will be used for the evaluation in Section 6.6.1.
Configuration and Other Issues
In Section 6.2.4-Connection Node, we discussed the methods to program configuration
memory in the connection nodes. In this Section, we present the method to program crossbar
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array.
In Liquid Silicon, buffers are inserted between crossbar arrays, which can be configured
to connect or disconnect multiple WLs (or BLs) in the adjacent tiles when programming
Liquid Silicon. Logically, Liquid Silicon only contains one crossbar array during configuration, and it can be programmed by the widely used write scheme (e.g. “V/3” or “V/2” write
scheme)[20]. Additionally, write-and-verify schemes can be applied to program RRAM cells
into the required resistance level. Physically, WLs and BLs are separated by the buffers,
therefore the configuration process does not have severe IR-drop issue. The configuration
bitstream is generated by the compilation tool (Section 6.3) in an offline process.
With the manufacturing process getting mature, there has been steady improvement
in RRAM technologies based on engineering approaches. Rather than taking over the
dominant markets of incumbent technologies such as DRAM or FLASH, a relative lowhanging fruit is to apply RRAM to Liquid Silicon, as it has less stringent requirements on
endurance, write speed and power, etc., from the technology point of view. For RRAMs of
interest, 108 cycles of endurance is likely sufficient to sustain the life time of Liquid Silicon,
which is quite achievable in commercial products. For the memory mode, since any tile can
be configured as memory blocks, wear leveling can be performed by optimally placing the
memory blocks, thereby reducing the pressure on endurance. Evaluation of this technique
will be our future work. High write power and low write speed per bit compared to SRAMs
is less of a concern, as configuration is not done as frequently as updates on main memory
and not all applications utilize the memory mode.

6.3

Custom Compilation Framework

Each Liquid Silicon contains hundreds of thousands of tiles with Gb-scale RRAM that
needs to be configured to run an application. Therefore, it is intractable to custom-tailor
each memory element for application mapping. To address this issue, a custom compilation
framework is presented to facilitate application development for Liquid Silicon.
Figure 6.16 depicts the compilation framework for Liquid Silicon. It comprises a flexible
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Figure 6.16: Workflow of the compilation framework. The back-end is modified to support
the features provided in Liquid Silicon.
front-end that supports a wide range of popular high-level programming languages and
frameworks, and a custom back-end that can fully exploit the low-level architectural features
of Liquid Silicon to achieve optimal code mapping on target hardware. More specifically, the
front-end takes an application written in high-level programming languages/frameworks as
an input and translates it into synthesizable Verilog RTL code. The front-ends that generate
a common code representation in Verilog RTL can be integrated into this framework. Thus,
this compilation framework is reusable and extendable to other front-ends.
The back-end further synthesizes the Verilog RTL code into bitstreams, which are used
to configure Liquid Silicon. This custom back-end is adpated from one of the most popular
open-source retargetable toolchains — Verilog to Routing (VTR) [87][96] that has been developed for mapping applications written in Verilog onto FPGA. Nevertheless, several major
modifications are made to VTR to account for the fundamental architectural differences between FPGA and Liquid Silicon for optimal code mapping. As shown in Figure 6.16, the
back-end contains three stages, i.e., parser, technology mapping and place&route. Specifically, the parse from VTR is modified to support the four configurations. The technology
mapping tool from VTR is modified to realized the coase-grained logic implementation.
The place&route tool in VTR is replaced by a custom tool that fully utilize the unique flex118

ibility provided by Liquid Silicon. The key modifications are highlighted in the following
discussion.
Compiler support for light-weight compute mode. As VTR is originally developed for FPGAs, which do not have dedicated configuration support for light-weight
computation (Figure 6.5), we modify it to add compiler support for such a new feature in
Liquid Silicon. More specifically, we add two new Verilog modules for TCAM and BNN
that can be instantiated in the Verilog RTL code. The parser is modified to identify the
instantiations of these modules and convert them into a logical netlist. In case the size of
some modules exceeds a predefined threshold, the parser will split it into multiple smaller
ones to ensure it is physically realizable. The place&route tool then takes the netlist as an
input and maps it onto physical tiles.
Compiler support for flexible memory blocks. Although VTR provides compiler
support for mapping memory modules on FPGA, the mapping is subject to the constraint of
physical hardware IP blocks with fixed size and location. Here, we modify it to better exploit
the flexibility of Liquid Silicon. Specifically, an additional parsing step, which is needed in
VTR to split a large memory module into smaller ones in order to fit into physical BRAM
blocks with fixed size and location, is no longer needed in the case of Liquid Silicon, whose
architecture naturally supports flexible size and location.
Compiler support for coarse-grained logic implementation. VTR has a finegrained logic implementation in the technology mapping stage, which synthesizes the logic
netlist into simple logic gates with ⩽ 6 inputs. To adapt VTR to Liquid Silicon, we modify
the technology mapping tool and use the cut enumeration with the priority cuts algorithm [94] to pack the simple logic gates into large clusters (e.g. complex logic functions
with ∼ 30 inputs), thereby improving the tile utilization.
Compiler support for adaptive resource partitioning. VTR utilizes dedicated
hardware (CBs and SBs in Figure 2.1) for routing, while in Liquid Silicon, routing is flexible
and can co-exist with the heavy-weight compute mode within a tile. As such, the custom
place&route tool exploits the unused portion of a tile to perform routing. More specifi-
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cally, we propose a technique called Adaptive Resource Partition to partition the hardware
resources in one tile between heavy-weight compute mode (logic) and interconnect mode
(routing) to achieve high tile utilization.

6.3.1

Adaptive Resource Partition

The custom place&route tool utilizes the simulated annealing algorithm [127] to place logic
functions into tiles and routes the interconnections between them. In order to adaptively
adjust the resource provisioning between logic and routing for each tile, this custom tool
perform place and route simultaneously, rather than sequentially as in FPGA place&route
tool. Specifically, given a new placement, the routing paths for all interconnection nets are
generated. Then the resource provisioning between logic and routing in each tile is updated
based on the actual usage, and the placement is updated based on the new resource provisioning. As a result, the resource provisioning in each tile can be independently controlled
and adjusted.
New Cost Function: To achieve this adaptive resource partition, a new cost function is designed to account for both place and route. Based on the negotiation idea in
PathFinder [91], the cost function for a given logic primitive i (e.g., a logic function) is
given by:
Cost = (B − A(i)) × f (i) + B × C × g(i)
where A(i) is the length of the longest path that contains logic primitive i, B is the length
of the critical path. The term f (i) represents the cost of placement and is related to the
utilization of the tile in which logic primitive i is placed. More specifically, its value is
chosen to be small, e.g., 0.01 if that tile is not over utilized. Otherwise, it is a large positive
number. The term g(i) is the routing cost of logic primitive i, and its value is the average
length of routing paths. The value of the parameter C is chosen to be 1 initially, and
decreases if any tile is over utilized. The total cost is the summation of costs for all logic
primitives in the netlist.
With this new cost function, we can optimize delay on the critical path as the term
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(B − A(i)) becomes zero. On the contrary, on the non-critical paths, it tends to place logic
primitives in tiles with low utilization and thus optimizes area. Therefore, we can achieve
the best trade offs between performance and area.

6.4

Chip Demonstration

A test chip is fabricated to demonstrate the Liquid Silicon architecture. In this test chip,
each tile is structured with a 1T1R memory array (not 1D1R array to reduce the fabrication
difficulty) and a set of connection nodes, as illustrated in Figure 6.17. The schematic of
the 1T1R memory cell is shown in Figure 6.17b, which contains an access transistor and
an RRAM element. The 1T1R memory array is identical to the array structure in the
conventional nonvolatile memory design while the array-to-array interconnection is radically
different from that in the conventional memory. In particular, the word line (WL)/bit line
(BL)/source line (SL) connections to adjacent tiles are realized via the connection nodes
which comprises CMOS circuits to support the essential operations of Liquid Silicon. Note
that when making the tile-to-tile connection, adjacent tile is rotated by 90 degree to make
the data flow between tiles easier and each connection node is responsible for connecting
the BLs of the memory array in one tile to the WLs of the memory array in the adjacent
tile, and drive the corresponding SLs. Since the adjacent tile is rotated by 90 degree, one
WL in Liquid Silicon can either select 1) a row of RRAM cells, or 2) a column of RRAM
cells, depending on the orientation of the tile. This is different from that in conventional
memory, where one WL is used to select a row of cells.
Figure 6.17c shows the key building blocks of a connection node, which contains separate
circuits for read (Section 6.4.1) and write operations (Section 6.4.2) respectively. The read
circuits include a sense amplifier (SA), an inverter, a flip-flop, a low-voltage driver (LVdriver) and two multiplexers (controlled by two 1-bit configuration memories). The write
circuits include high-voltage drivers (HV-driver) based on thick-oxide FETs, special registers
(2-bit WL Sel, 1-bit Bit Mask and 2-bit Data) and some decoding logic. The SA, LV-driver
and HV-drivers are connected to the BL/SL/WL by the write enable signal, depending on
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Figure 6.17: (a) This Liquid Silicon test chip comprises a 2D array of identical tiles, and each
tile contains a 1T1R memory array and several connection nodes. Note that the adjacent
tile is rotated by 90 degree. The pitch mismatch between WL and BL can be resolved in
the connection node through a two-metal transition routing network. (b) The schematic of
a 1T1R memory cell, and (c) key building blocks of the connection node are drawn in the
figure.
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The conceptual diagram illustrates the sensing operation.
the read or write operation. A scanchain (not drawn in the figure for simplicity) is used to
load data into the configuration memories and the special registers.

6.4.1

Operational Modes

This section first describe the read/sensing operation that is most performance critical and
commonly used in all operational modes, and then present the details of each mode.
The read data path to perform the sensing operation is shown in Figure 6.18a. The
BL is connected to the SA, and the WL and the SL are connected to the LV-driver and
ground respectively. We apply the same circuit as in [81] to implement the SA to achieve
low power, high speed, and good noise tolerance. The sensing operation is controlled by the
sensing clock (CLK) and is performed in two stages: precharge and evaluation, as shown
in Figure 6.18b. In the precharge phase (CLK=0), all WLs are connected to ground to
turn off the access transistors in the 1T1R cells, and the BL is charged through P1. In the
evaluation phase (CLK=1), BL is floating (P1 is off), and WLs are either connected to VDD
or GND, depending on the input values. The BL then starts to discharge to ground at a
rate depending on the number of low-resistance pull-down paths. Large discharging current
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occurs if an RRAM element is in the low resistance state (LRS) and the corresponding access
transistor is turned on. If the BL voltage drops across a certain threshold (Vth) before the
reference timing, the SA outputs a ‘0’ (BL0 in Figure 6.18b). Otherwise, it outputs a ‘1’
(BL1 in Figure 6.18b). A redundant BL is reserved in each tile to generate the reference
timing signal to better track process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations. As a result
of the analog nature of RRAM, the reference timing (the falling edge of the SA output) is
highly tunable as further adjustment can be performed via programming of RRAM cells
on this BL. In the current setup, the reference BL is monitored and programmed by the
external tester through write-verify operations.
The same sensing operation is performed across all operational modes. The key difference among these operational modes is the different data encoding of the inputs applied
on WLs, the resistance values stored in the resistive elements and the SA’s outputs. Based
on the value stored in the configuration memories, the sensing result (SA’s output) can be
inverted and/or latched before sending to the next tile. The sensing outputs of a tile are
applied to drive the WLs of the memory array in the adjacent tile. More detailed discussion
is presented in the following four operational modes.
Heavy-weight Compute and Interconnect Mode
An arbitrary multi-input-single-output logic function is implemented by one BL in this
mode. The inputs to the logic function are applied on the WLs, and sensing operation is
performed to generate the output of this function on the BL. In this operational mode, logic
input values are encoded into different voltage levels to ensure a correct operation. In particular, a logic input ‘0’ is encoded into a voltage level of VDD on a WL, while a logic input
‘1’ is encoded into GND. In addition to the inputs, the type of logic operations is encoded
into the corresponding resistance values. For instance, Figure 6.19a shows the implementation of a three-input AND function (Out = ABC). The RRAM elements associated with
the WLs that carry the inputs to this logic function are programmed into LRS, while other
RRAM elements are written into high resistance state (HRS). As shown in Figure 6.19a,
if any of the inputs A, B or C is logic ‘0’ (apply VDD on the corresponding WL), the BL
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Figure 6.19: (a, b) An arbitrary AND function is implemented on one row (BL). (c) Multiple
functions are implemented in one array with a compact mapping.
will have a large discharging current, which will be detected by the SA, outputting a ‘0’.
Otherwise, if all the inputs are logic ‘1’, the SA outputs a ‘1’ (Figure 6.19b). By controlling
the configuration memory, the sensing result can be further inverted to implement a NAND
function on one BL, and it can also be latched to implement a sequential logic.
Multiple logic functions can be implemented in one tile, as shown in Figure 6.19c. A
shared logic input (e.g., input B) is applied on the same WL to improve the array utilization.
The unused inputs can be simply masked out by programming the corresponding RRAM
cells into HRS. For instance, the logic functions of Out0 = AB and Out2 = A do not have
input C. Although applying a logic ‘0’ to input C would turn on all access transistors
in the corresponding row and discharge all three BLs, the BL0 and BL2 only have a small
discharging current, thus, the corresponding SAs will generate the correct outputs (Out0 = 1
and Out2 = 1). Moreover, one BL can also be used to route a logic signal by implementing
a one-input buffer function (Out2 = A). This is used in the Memory mode to route the
column address.
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Memory Mode
Three adjacent tiles are utilized to implement a memory block (Figure 6.20a). The left
tile operates in the Heavy-Weight Compute Mode to implement the row address decoder
and route the column address to the central tile. The central tile stores data and implements
the column address decoder. The bottom tile also operates in the Computation mode to
implement the selection logic and generate the read result. The data and input encoding
in the left/bottom tile are the same as that in the Computation mode. For the central tile,
selecting a row for read is encoded into applying a voltage level of VDD on the corresponding
WL, while GND is applied on the WLs of the unselected rows. Data bit ‘1’ is encoded as
programming an RRAM element into HRS, while data bit ‘0’ is encoded as programming
an RRAM element into LRS.
Figure 6.20 provides a conceptual diagram to show the implementation of a memory
block that stores 16 2-bit words. The memory address A[3 : 2] is used as the row address,
while A[1 : 0] is used as the column address. The left tile implements the logic functions to
decode the row address (Figure 6.20b). Based on the decoded results, appropriate voltages
are applied on the WLs of the central tile (Figure 6.20c). The column address is then
decoded by the central tile. As shown in Figure 6.20c, the BL of an unselected column has
a large discharging current flows through the 1T1R cells in the address decoder region, thus,
the SA always outputs logic ‘0’ for the unselected column, independent of the data value
stored in the data array region. For the selected column, the sensing result is determined by
the RRAM state in the selected 1T1R cell, and the SA will output logic ‘1’ if this RRAM
is in HRS (store bit ‘1’), otherwise output ‘0’ (store bit ‘0’). Finally, the outputs from the
central tile are ORed by the selection logic in the bottom tile to generate the read result
(Figure 6.20d). The timing diagram of the read operation is shown in Figure 6.21. For
the write operation, in principle, we can apply the same decoding scheme as read operation
to write data into memory. Nevertheless, due to die area constraint, we choose to use the
write data path as described in Section 6.4.2 to write data into the memory block in this
test chip.
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Figure 6.20: (a) Three adjacent tiles are used to implement a memory block that stores
16 2-bit words. (b) The left tile implements the row address decoder and routes column
address to the central tile. (c) The central tile implements the column address decoder and
stores data. (d) The bottom tile implements the selection logic to generate the read result.
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We made several design decisions in this Memory mode. At first, we choose to use
the left/bottom tile to implement peripheral circuits (e.g. address decoder) rather than
using dedicated CMOS-based circuits for two reasons. i) It allows us to flexible select the
number of row/column address bits to implement memory blocks, as compared with hardwired CMOS decoding circuits which only support fixed row/column address bits. ii) The
CMOS-based peripheral circuits are only useful for this Memory mode and will be wasteful
when a tile operates in other three modes.
Secondly, with such flexibility, we need to judiciously select the number of row/column
address bits to maximize the achievable memory capacity. Figure 6.22a shows an example
in which the optimal address selection achieves the memory capacity of 16 2-bit words, as
compared with a non-optimal one which can only store 12 2-bit words given the same area
(Figure 6.22b). Since the number of possible selections is limited (< 8), the compilation
framework can examine all the cases to find the optimal one. It is also worth noting
that the optimal address selection varies with the word size. For instance, the optimal
selection of a memory block with a 4-bit word size (3-bit row address and 1-bit column
address, Figure 6.22c) is different from that of a memory block with a 2-bit word size (2-bit
column/row address, Figure 6.22a).
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Figure 6.23: One tile can be configured to perform parallel search operations.
Finally, another optimization we performed is on the column address decoder to maximize the resource utilization. As shown in Figure 6.20c, the column address decoder occupies
multiple rows in the central tile, which reduces the number of rows that can be used for data
storage. Thus, it is desirable to minimize the number of rows used for column decoding.
As such, we choose the decoding scheme by routing the column address to the central tile
which only occupies 2 × N rows for an N-bit address. In contrast, if the column address is
decoded in the left tile (same as the row address), the decoder will occupy 2N rows for an
N-bit address, resulting in a significantly reduced memory capacity.
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Light-weight Compute Mode
One tile can implement parallel search operations for pattern matching (Figure 6.23).
This mode is critical for supporting big data applications that are often search-intensive.
In this mode, the search keys are applied on WLs and sensing operation is performed to
generate search results by comparing the data entries stored in the memory array with the
incoming search keys. The SA outputs a ‘1’, indicating a match and vice versa. To support
search, the data encoding in this mode is very different from that in Heavy-weight Compute
and Memory modes. In this mode, a logical grouping of two adjacent WL inputs and two
adjacent memory cells are applied to encode a single bit. As shown in Figure 6.23, one bit
of the search key is encoded into a complementary voltage levels applied on the pair of WLs
(e.g. bit ‘0’ is encoded as applying GND on the top WL and VDD on the bottom WL). One
data entry is stored in one column. RRAM elements in the pair of two cells are programmed
into complementary states to store bit ‘0’ or ‘1’, or are both programmed into HRS to store
“don’t care” state (denoted by an ‘X’). As shown in Figure 6.23, if there is a mismatch
between the stored entry and the search key, the BL (BL1) has a large discharging current,
which is detected by the SA to output ‘0’ (mismatch), otherwise, it outputs ‘1’ (match).
One tile can also implement binarized neural networks (BNNs). The input vector is
applied on the WLs, and the sensing operation is applied to perform the BNN operations,
i.e., bit-wise XNOR, population count and activation. The data encoding in this mode is
similar to that in Search. We logically group two adjacent WL inputs and two adjacent
memory cells to encode a single bit of value. As shown in Figure 6.24, applying complementary voltage values (VDD and GND) on adjacent WLs is used to encode input ‘0’ and ‘1’.
Each weight vector is stored in one column and two adjacent 1T1R cells are programmed
into complementary states to store a single-bit weight value. The XNOR count and activation operations are implemented by the SAs in the connection nodes. During sensing,
the BLs are first precharged and the input vector is applied on the WLs. Each BL then
performs a bitwise XNOR, and discharges at different rates (represent the XNOR count
result), which is detected by the SA to generate the output. Specifically, the SA will output
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Figure 6.24: One tile can be configured to implement binarized neural networks.
‘0’ if the discharging rate exceeds a given threshold, otherwise, it will output ‘1’ (equivalent
to performing activation function). This threshold can be adjusted by tuning the reference
BL timing to implement different activation functions. More details on tuning the reference
timing can be found in the description of the sensing operation in Section 6.4.1.

6.4.2

Write Operation

The write data path to program a selected 1T1R cell is shown in Figure 6.25a. The
BL/SL/WL are connected to the HV-drivers, which contain level-shifters and multiplexers to connect WL/BL/SL to different voltage supplies (0.8V, 2V, 2.5V, 3.2V, 4V) based on
the value stored in the registers. To set a selected RRAM element into LRS (Figure 6.25b),
2V is applied on the WL of the selected row by loading ‘01’ into the corresponding WL Sel
register. While other unselected WLs are connected to ground by loading ‘00’ into the
WL Sel registers. For the selected column, ‘1’ is loaded into the Bit Mask and ’00’ is loaded
into the Data register. Then the HV-drivers apply a 2V voltage pulse (100ns) on the SL and
connect the BL to ground for this selected column. A current flows through the selected
RRAM element to set it into LRS. For the unselected columns, ‘0’ is loaded in the Bit Mask,
and both BL and SL are connected to ground. No current flows through the unselected
1T1R cells and their resistance states remain unchanged, since 1) the access transistor is
turned off for the unselected rows, and/or 2) no voltage drop across BL and SL for the unselected columns. To reset a selected RRAM element into HRS (Figure 6.25c), ‘10’ is loaded
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Figure 6.25: (a) The write data path for programming a selected 1T1R cell is drawn in
figure. The conceptual diagram illustrates the operation to (b) set the selected RRAM into
LRS, and (c) reset the selected RRAM into HRS. (d) The output voltages of HV-drivers
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in the WL Sel register to apply 3.2V on the WL of the selected row. The bits stored in the
Bit Mask registers are the same as that in the set operation, but ‘01’ is loaded into the Data
register for the selected column. Then the HV-drivers apply a 2.5V voltage pulse (100ns)
on the BL and connect SL to ground. The current flows through the selected RRAM in the
opposite direction (as compare with the set operation) to reset it into HRS. The setup for
forming a selected RRAM element is similar to that of the set operation, but it loads ‘11’
into the WL Sel register of the selected row and ‘10’ into the Data register of the selected
column. This applies 0.8V on the corresponding WL and a 4V voltage pulse (40µs) on the
corresponding SL. Output voltages of the HV-drivers are summarized in Figure 6.25d.
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Figure 6.26: (a) The distributions of the effective resistance for both match and 1-bit
mismatch cases. (b) The maximum operating frequency, power consumption, and array
efficiency under different array sizes. (c) The power efficiency and area efficiency for machine
learning and big data applications under different array sizes.

6.4.3

Discussion

To explore the design trade-offs between speed, power and area efficiency, we evaluate
the performance of Liquid Silicon under different array sizes by varying the number of
rows/columns. We first study how the maximum operating frequency, power consumption,
and array efficiency of one tile vary with different array sizes through simulation. As shown
in Figure 6.26b, the maximum operating frequency decreases when increasing the array size.
The reason is that larger array degrades sensing margin (Figure 6.26a) and thus the SA needs
a longer discharging time to generate the correct output. We also observe that the power
consumption increases in a larger array (Figure 6.26b), as it has more discharging paths
and a longer discharging time, which increase the voltage swing on the BL. Nevertheless, a
larger memory array has a higher array efficiency (Figure 6.26b).
To determine the optimal array size, we further evaluate the power efficiency (OPS/W)
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and area efficiency (OPS/mm2 ) for mapping machine learning and big data applications
onto the tiles. As shown in Figure 6.26c, the power efficiency increases with a larger array
size, as increasing array size can improve the algorithmic mapping efficiency, i.e., performing
more effective computations (e.g. bitwise XNOR operations in the Neural Network mode) in
a single sensing operation. This improvement compensates the degradation in the operating
frequency and power consumption, thereby leading to a higher power efficiency. However,
when increasing the array size from 128 to 256, we see a diminishing return in the power
efficiency, as the degradation in frequency and power has outweighed the improvement in
the algorithmic mapping. We observe a similar trend for the area efficiency (Figure 6.26c).
When the array size is less than 256, the improvement in array efficiency can compensate the
degradation in the operating frequency, thereby leading to a higher area efficiency. However,
increasing the array size beyond 256 does not improve the area efficiency any further. To
account for these results and the die area constraint, we choose the array size of 128 × 128
in our implementation.

6.5

Extend Virtualization Solution

Instead of naively applying the proposed virtualization solution to the Liquid Silicon architecture, we can co-optimize the virtualization solution and the Liquid Silicon architecture
to maximize the performance. The key observation is that while using tiles for routing can
enable a flexible resource partition (Figure 6.3) and is efficient for short-distance interconnections, this routing solution is not efficient for long-distance interconnections that need
to be routed through several tiles. Based on the quantitative study, the routing consumes
about 42% of the total area and contributes to about 61% of the total delay in large applications that have a large number of long-distance interconnections. On the contrary, the
routing only consumes less than 12% of the total area and contributes to less than 19%
of the total delay in the same applications that only have short-distance interconnections.
The two-level system abstraction is modified to address this limitation.
As illustrated in Figure 6.27, the low-level abstraction is modified into a 2D array of LL
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Figure 6.27: A conceptual diagram illustrates low-level abstraction modified for Liquid
Silicon.
virtual blocks. One LL virtual block is mapped into a cluster of tiles, while the synchronous
interface for the communication between LL virtual blocks is implemented by a FPGA-like
routing fabric (Figure 6.28). This hybrid routing fabric effectively address the aforementioned limitation. Specifically, the FPGA-like segment-based routing fabric is efficient to
implement the long-distance global interconnections, while the tiles can efficiently implement the short-distance local interconnections. The clustering of tiles effectively reduces
the number of long-distance global interconnections, thereby avoiding the routing overhead
in conventional FPGA architecture. The compilation framework for this modified system
abstraction is drawn in Figure 6.29. Compared with the original compilation framework
(Figure 4.1), the key modifications are (1) the partition tool developed for the single-level
system abstraction is utilized to partition one HL virtual block into a 2D array of LL virtual
blocks, (2) the custom tool developed for Liquid Silicon is used to map one LL virtual block
into a cluster of tiles, (3) the routing tool in VTR is reused to route the interconnections
between clusters of tiles. An architecture file that defines a new type of block to represent
the cluster of tiles is provided for reusing VTR’s routing tool. And (4) no additional custom
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Figure 6.28: A conceptual diagram illustrates the hybrid routing fabric in the modified
Liquid Silicon. The cluster contains 2 × 2 tiles in the example.
tool is needed for relocation as the results generated by Liquid Silicon Place&Route tool is
already relocatable. While the 2D array of LL virtual blocks can have an arbitrary width,
we choose to restrict it to have a fixed width to reduce the compilation cost and simplify
the runtime management.

6.6

Results

This section first presents the simulation results that compares the Liquid Silicon architecture with the FPGA architecture, and then provides the chip measurement results. Finally,
the efficiency of the virtualization solution on Liquid Silicon architecture is evaluated.

6.6.1

Evaluation Setup

Benchmark Selection.
Several factors have been taken into consideration when selecting the benchmarks. 1)
They should be sufficiently representative and diverse enough to cover a range of workload
characteristics in the form of compute-to-memory access ratio [159], ranging from computeintensive applications to data-/search-intensive applications. 2) They should account for
the demands of potential new applications which may not be amenable for FPGA-like
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Figure 6.29: The compilation framework for the virtualized Liquid Silicon.
acceleration but can better exploit the flexible resources of Liquid Silicon.
Based on these factors, three sets of benchmarks are used: 1) traditional FPGA benchmarks, 2) search-intensive benchmarks and 3) binarized neural network benchmarks. The
traditional FPGA benchmarks contain benchmarks from the MCNC suite [145], which have
been widely used by the FPGA community to evaluate reconfigurable architectures [98].
We note that the benchmarks in this evaluation are originally developed for FPGA under
the constraint of limited on-chip memory support and thus are compute-intensive applications with high compute-to-memory access ratio. The search-intensive and binarized neural
network benchmarks, on the other hand, are representative of emerging applications with
low compute-to-memory access ratio and are mainly used to evaluate the unique flexibilities
of Liquid Silicon in supporting light-weight computation. In the following discussion, we
provide more details about the search-intensive and binarized neural network benchmarks.
The search-intensive benchmark set contains four representative workloads obtained
from a diverse set of application domains. In these benchmarks, most of the runtime/energy
is spent on the search operation, therefore they can be used to evaluate the light-weight
compute mode of Liquid Silicon. In addition, these benchmarks require different postmatch processing (e.g. priority encoding and population count) and have different search
key widths, thereby covering the different use cases. More details are presented in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Description of the search-intensive benchmark set.
Benchmark
String Match [108]

Description
Scan a list of encrypted words for
occurrences of a set of keys

Search Key

Post-match

Width (bit)

Processing

80

Bitwise OR

Classify every incoming packet
Packet Classification [121]

by comparing its header fields

Priority
104

Encoding

against a filter set.
Word Count [108]

Count the occurrences of each
unique word in a document.

184

Population
Count

Data mining technique for

Similarity Search [114]

various applications
[88][12][74][110].
A TCAM-based implementation

Priority
288

Encoding

is realized in [114].

The binarized neural network benchmark set contains five binary neural network (BNN)
designs. A BNN stores weights as 1-bit binary numbers (+1/-1), thereby significantly reducing the size of weights, as well as the computational complexity (perform bit-wise XNOR
instead of floating-point multiplication in Convolutional Neural Networks or CNNs) [28].
We note that the primary reason for choosing BNNs over CNNs in our evaluation is its
simplicity and efficiency to be implemented on hardware. Although the precision of weights
is reduced, BNNs still provide comparable classification accuracy compared to CNNs on
several datasets [28][27][124][69]. Due to these advantages, there has been a growing effort devoted to implementing BNN on different platforms, e.g., CPU, GPU, TrueNorth and
FPGA [124][163][99][28][27].
Among the five BNN benchmarks, two are binarized convolutional neural networks
(BNN1 and BNN2), while the rest are multilayer perceptrons (BNN3, BNN4 and BNN5)
with three hidden layers, as listed in Table 6.2. Their reported error rates are comparable
to their non-binarized counterparts [124][28]. In these BNN benchmarks, the key processing
units (perform XNOR, count and normalize operations) are highly pipelined and optimized
for performance. Additionally, we assume the training is done offline and only evaluate the
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Table 6.2: Topology for BNN benchmarks.
Binarized CNN

Topology Description
3x3conv-3x3conv-2x2pool (output depth 64)

BNN1

3x3 conv - 3x3 conv - 2x2 pool (output depth 128)
3x3 conv - 3x3 conv - 2x2 pool (output depth 256)
two FC layers with 512 neurons
3x3conv-3x3conv-2x2pool (output depth 128)

BNN2

3x3 conv - 3x3 conv - 2x2 pool (output depth 256)
3x3 conv - 3x3 conv - 2x2 pool (output depth 512)
two FC layers with 1024 neurons

Binarized MLP

Neurons in each layer

BNN3

784-256-256-256-10

BNN4

784-1024-1024-1024-10

BNN5

784-2048-2048-2048-10

conv: convolution layer. pool: max pooling layer. FC: fully connected layer.

performance of inference as most prior works did.
Baseline.
FPGA is used as a baseline since it is the most popular commercially available reconfigurable architecture. More importantly, Liquid Silicon shares some similarities to FPGAs in
its morphable data-flow architecture, despite a number of radical differences (Section 6.2.3).
Moreover, the goal of this evaluation is to provide insights in comparing two architectures (Liquid Silicon, FPGA) paired with two technologies (RRAM, SRAM). To ensure the
benefits that we gained in Liquid Silicon are not simply due to the advance in technology,
we also include two more cases (RRAM-based FPGAs and SRAM-based Liquid Silicon) in
our evaluation. We note that commercially off-the-shelf FPGAs are SRAM-based FPGAs
and will be chosen to be our baseline. The RRAM-based FPGA is a drop-in replacement for
a SRAM-based FPGA while maintaining the same architecture. Similarly, in the SRAMbased Liquid Silicon, the RRAMs are replaced with SRAMs. In the rest of the discussion,
we also refer to Liquid Silicon as RRAM-based Liquid Silicon to distinguish it from SRAM-
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based Liquid Silicon.
Simulation Setup.
For Liquid Silicon, 1) the applications are mapped using the custom compilation framework (Section 6.3), 2) the delay and power consumption are obtained from the HSPICE simulation (45nm PTM HP model [8]), and 3) the area is measured based on our custom physical design (Section 6.2.4-Physical Design). More specifically, in the HSPICE simulation,
two Verilog-A modules are created to simulate the behavior of the T aOx RRAM device [132]
and the diode [62]. The characteristics of RRAM devices are (1) Ron /Rof f = 5kΩ/ 100kΩ
and (2) 1.8V@100ns/-1V@100ns pulse for SET/RESET [133]. The turn on voltage of the
diode is 0.4V [62]. In the physical design, the size of the crossbar array is chosen to be
256 × 256. For FPGA, the mapping of benchmarks is generated by the VTR tool set. The
area, delay and power are estimated based on the models of SRAM-based FPGAs provided
by VTR. The architecture file k6 frac N10 frac chain mem32K 40nm.xml is used.

6.6.2

Traditional FPGA Benchmarks

In this evaluation, the traditional FPGA benchmark set is applied to evaluate the performance of Liquid Silicon. The SRAM-based FPGA architecture is chosen as the baseline,
and the performances of other architectures are normalized to it.
Area: RRAM-based Liquid Silicon achieves 81% area savings compared to SRAMbased FPGAs (Figure 6.30). We also observe that it consumes 31% less area than RRAMbased FPGAs, which implies that this area reduction is not simply due to a drop-in replacement for SRAMs with dense RRAMs. It is also worth noting that among the four
architectures, SRAM-based Liquid Silicon has the largest area cost, indicating that Liquid
Silicon is more amenable to pair with the RRAM technology. Our evaluation confirmed
the compilation framework can effectively utilize tiles, and the average utilization of tiles is
above 70%.
Delay: The delay results are presented in Figure 6.30. For all benchmarks, RRAMbased Liquid Silicon outperforms the other three architectures on average. The improvement
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Figure 6.30: From top to bottom are Area, delay, energy efficiency (energy-delay product,
EDP) and routing usage results. Results of the SRAM-based FPGA are used as baseline,
and other results are normalized to them. The routing usage is the ratio between routing
area and total used area when mapping benchmark circuits. In Liquid Silicon, it is obtained
by first calculating the ratio between routing area and total used area (routing+logic) of
each tile and averaging across all tiles.
in delay mainly comes from the coarse-grained logic implementation of Liquid Silicon, which
has also been confirmed in our experiments. Specifically, the technology mapping stage
generates net lists with much shallower depth, resulting in a reduced number of logic gates
on the critical paths in Liquid Silicon. Therefore, the delay of Liquid Silicon is 52% less
than that of SRAM-based FPGAs, on average.
The delays of the SRAM-based Liquid Silicon and RRAM-based FPGA increase by
14% and 18%, respectively, compared to the SRAM-based FPGA. We note that the delay
becomes worse in SRAM-based Liquid Silicon due to the fact that the increase in unit
delay per tile caused by longer wires (larger RC constant) is much more significant than the
decrease in logic depth. The minor increase in delay for the RRAM-based FPGA is because
of the longer sensing time of the RRAM array due to its higher Ron compared to that of a
MOSFET.
Another advantage of Liquid Silicon is that it makes better use of the routing resources as
compared with FPGAs, due to its coarse-grained logic implementation and flexible resource
partitioning between logic and routing. Overall, the area consumed by routing in Liquid
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Figure 6.31: The area saving (top), throughput improvement (middle) and power reduction
(bottom) are presented. All results are normalized to that of SRAM-based FPGA. The
area result is plotted in logarithmic scale.
Silicon is only 15% of the total used area, compared to 58% in the SRAM-based FPGA
(Figure 6.30).
Energy Efficiency: The energy efficiency results are presented in Figure 6.30. On
average, RRAM-based Liquid Silicon achieves 86% improvement in energy efficiency compared to the SRAM-based FPGA. This improvement is mainly due to the coarse-grained
logic implementation of Liquid Silicon. Not only does the coarse-grained logic implementation lead to a smaller delay, but it also consumes less hardware resources used for routing
and thus reduces energy consumption on data transfer.

6.6.3

Search-intensive Applications

In this subsection, the search-intensive benchmark set is applied to evaluate Liquid Silicon.
All results are normalized to the SRAM-based FPGA baseline. Overall, across all searchintensive workloads, we observe that the area/throughput/power improvement in Liquid
Silicon are substantially higher than that in the FPGA baseline as well as the other two
architectures (RRAM-based FPGA and SRAM-based Liquid Silicon), as compared with the
evaluation results for traditional FPGA benchmarks in Section 6.6.2. Thus, we confirm the
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effectiveness of the new light-weight compute mode of Liquid Silicon in accelerating searchintensive applications. In the following discussion, we present the detailed evaluation results
for area, throughput and power for these benchmarks.
Area: On the four evaluated benchmarks, Liquid Silicon achieves a 99.6% average area
reduction compared with the FPGA baseline (SRAM-based FPGA) (Figure 6.31-top). It is
also interesting to observe that the SRAM-based Liquid Silicon even consumes 44.5% less
area than the RRAM-based FPGA, indicating that the benefits gained from the light-weight
compute mode prevails the area overhead imposed by the larger cell size of SRAM.
Throughput: On average, the RRAM-based Liquid Silicon achieves 1.43× improvement in search throughput over the FPGA baseline. Across the benchmarks, we observe a
trend that the improvement in search throughput increases with a wider search key. This is
mainly because a wide/long search key needs to be split into multiple smaller ones and fed to
a local search unit that is implemented using a large amount of logic and BRAM resources
in FPGA [61]. The search outputs from these local search units need to be collected globally
and processed to generate a final result. Such a distributed implementation consumes more
routing resources, thereby increasing the search delay and reducing the throughput. On
the contrary, Liquid Silicon is capable of processing wide search keys locally and directly
by coalescing adjacent tiles configured in the light-weight compute mode. Therefore, the
search delay and throughput of Liquid Silicon is insensitive to the search key width.
Power: For all benchmarks, Liquid Silicon outperforms the other three architectures in
power consumption, and achieves a 94.0% average power reduction compared to the FPGA
baseline. The power saving is mainly due to the more efficient mapping of search operations
on Liquid Silicon, which dominate the power consumption in these applications.

6.6.4

Neural Network Benchmarks

In this subsection, we further evaluate the effectiveness of Liquid Silicon in accelerating
neural network workloads (specifically BNNs) which are data-intensive. The evaluation
results for FPGAs and Liquid Silicon on BNNs are presented in Figure 6.32. For Liquid
Silicon, on average, it achieves 52.3× speedup, 113.9× reduction in energy consumption,
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Figure 6.32: The runtime speedup (top), energy consumption (middle) and area (bottom)
results are presented. All results are normalized to that of SRAM-based FPGA.
and 81% area reduction compared with the FPGA baseline (SRAM-based FPGA). This
improvement mainly comes from two sources. First, in Liquid Silicon, the weights are stored
and processed (bit-wise XNOR) in situ inside the same RRAM crossbar, therefore eliminating the frequent memory access to fetch key neural network parameters (e.g. weights)
in FPGA. The second reason is that the count, normalization and activation operations are
all performed in connection nodes using simple analog circuits, i.e., S/A (as discussed in
Section 6.2.2), whereas FPGA needs complex logic i.e. adders and comparators to perform
these operations, resulting in larger delay and energy consumption. Moreover, as the onchip memory capacity is fixed in FPGA but can be flexibly configured by users in Liquid
Silicon, Liquid Silicon is expected to achieve even more improvement in performance and
energy efficiency than FPGA as the size of the neural network grows exceeding the capacity
of the FPGA’s on-chip memory.

6.6.5

Chip Results

Liquid Silicon test chip is fabricated in commercial 130-nm CMOS process and HfO2 /Ti/TiN
RRAM technology. Figure 6.33 shows the die photo and the major integration process flow.
OxRAM technology is integrated with Si CMOS by first defining the TiN bottom electrode
on top of the Cu Metal 4, and then depositing an HfO2 10nm/Ti 10nm/TiN stack after the
CMP touch [50]. More details about the fabrication process can be found in [50].
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Figure 6.34: (a) The measured resistance distribution under the switching condition: Forming 4V@40µs, SET 2V@100ns, RESET 2.5V@100ns, (b) the measured voltage frequency
scaling, and (c) the measured waveform for logic ‘1’ output (Computation mode: ‘True’,
Storage mode: ‘1’, Search mode: ‘match’, NN mode: ‘active’) and logic ‘0’ output (Computation mode: ‘False’, Storage mode: ‘0’, Search mode: ‘mismatch’, NN mode: ‘inactive’).
These measurements are conducted at room temperature.
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Table 6.3: Liquid Silicon Chip Specification
Process Technology

130-nm CMOS + HfO2 RRAM

Cell Structure

1T1R

Cell Size

1.83 × 4 µm2

Array Size

128 × 128 bit

Number of Tiles

2

Frequency

10 MHz

Supply Voltage

0.65∼1.2V

Power Efficiency

60.9 TOPS/W

Area Efficiency

188.4 GOPS/mm2

RRAM
Switching
Condition

Forming: 4V@40µs
SET: 2V@100ns
RESET: 2.5V@100ns

We first measure the RRAM resistance distribution [50] and the average resistance
ratio is 2500 (Figure 6.34a). We then measure the waveform (Figure 6.34c) to confirm the
sensing operation performed by the connection nodes. The measured maximal operating
frequency under different supply voltages is shown in Figure 6.34b. The results show that
Liquid Silicon chip can reliably operate when scaling the voltage from 1.2V to 0.65V, with
a 2.7mW power consumption per tile at the nominal supply voltage of 1.2V. The chip
specification is summarized in Table 6.3.
Comparison With Prior AI Accelerators
We first compare Liquid Silicon with prior CMOS-based [95][148][68][147][6] and RRAMbased [116][86] accelerators. These domain-specific accelerators achieve high efficiency at
the cost of limited flexibility, i.e., they can only support machine learning applications.
On the contrary, Liquid Silicon is not only more flexible (support both machine learning
and big data applications), but also outperforms these accelerators in the machine learning
applications.
In order to quantitatively evaluate the power and area efficiency, we map a fully connected binarized neural network onto Liquid Silicon and these AI accelerators. The results are summarized in Table 6.4. Overall, Liquid Silicon achieves better or comparable
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Table 6.4: Comparison with state-of-the-art AI chips

Metric

Moons

Yin

Khwa

Yin

Ando

Su

Liu

Liquid

CICC

VLSI

ISSCC

VLSI

VLSI

VLSI

ISSCC

Silicon

2018

2018

2018

2018

2017

2017

2016

[95]

[148]

[68]

[147]

[6]

[116]

[86]

CMOS Process

130nm

28nm

28nm

65nm

28nm

65nm

150nm

65nm

RRAM Type

HfO2

-

-

-

-

-

HfO2

TiN/TiON

60.95

230

90

111.6

19.9

2.3

0.46

0.03

188.4

232.1

99.1

N/A

33.8

365

2.77

0.02

Power
Efficiency
(TOPS/W)
Area
Efficiency
2

(GOPS/mm )

power efficiency (60.95 TOPS/W) and area efficiency (188.4 GOPS/mm2 ) than these AI
accelerators, even Liquid Silicon is fabricated in an older-generation CMOS process technology. Comparing with the CMOS-based AI accelerators, Liquid Silicon improves the power
and area efficiency by 3.1× and 5.6×, respectively. This improvement mainly comes from
the better algorithmic mapping in Liquid Silicon, i.e., Liquid Silicon can perform multiple
computations (e.g. XNOR and count) in a single sensing operation, while CMOS-based
accelerators need to implement discrete logic gates with extensive routing to perform these
computations. Liquid Silicon also improves power efficiency (> 132×) and area efficiency
(> 68×) over the RRAM-based accelerators. This is because these accelerators either 1)
simply use RRAM cells as non-volatile storage units and still perform computation using discrete logic gates, or 2) use RRAM crossbar to perform multiplication in the analog
domain, and the performance suffers from the power-hungry and area-inefficient multi-bit
ADC/DAC.
We provide a back-of-the-envelop calculation to explain why Liquid Silicon using an
older-generation CMOS technology (130nm) when being augmented with post-CMOS technology (i.e., RRAM) can achieve better area efficiency than the CMOS-based accelerators at
an advanced technology node (28nm). To make an apple-to-apple comparison, we choose to
compare Liquid Silicon with the chip reported in [148], since the algorithm (neural network
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model) used in both chips are the same. For Liquid Silicon, the tile area is 0.46mm2 with
a 26% array efficiency. In every clock cycle, one column (BL) in the tile performs 128 operations (64 XNOR and 64 addition), thus, the area efficiency of one tile is 360GOP S/mm2 .
The overall area efficiency is 198GOP S/mm2 , since tiles occupy about 55% of the total die
area. For the CMOS-based accelerator, its area efficiency is reported as 99.1GOP S/mm2 .
Thus, Liquid Silicon can achieve 1.99× higher area efficiency than this CMOS-based accelerator, even when Liquid Silicon is fabricated in an older-generation CMOS technology,
which is consistent with the data reported in Table 6.4. We also note that, if considering
technology scaling, i.e., Liquid Silicon is also fabricated in an advanced CMOS technology
node (28nm), it will achieve 42× higher area efficiency than the CMOS-based accelerator
in [148].
Comparison With nv-FPGA
We then compare Liquid Silicon with the nonvolatile FPGA (nv-FPGA) [118][84]. Both
of them provide high flexibility, i.e., support both machine learning and big data applications, but Liquid Silicon has higher efficiency due to its novel architecture. To quantitatively
evaluate the efficiency, we map a fully connected binarized neural network and a contentbased similarity search (a key big data application [114]) onto Liquid Silicon and nv-FPGA.
The results show that Liquid Silicon achieves better power and area efficiency than nvFPGA (Table 6.5), mainly because 1) nv-FPGA uses small look-up tables (LUTs) and an
extensive routing network to implement discrete logic gates (e.g. XNOR) for computation,
whereas Liquid Silicon consolidates more effective computations within a compact array
structure, resulting in a better algorithmic mapping, and 2) nv-FPGA does not provide a
native support for the search operation (use hashing-based implementation) while Liquid
Silicon provides a dedicated operational mode (Search) to achieve higher mapping efficiency.
As a result, Liquid Silicon achieves high power efficiency (0.48 TOPS/W) and area efficiency
(0.74 GOPS/mm2 ) for the search-intensive application, which is > 100× higher than that
of nv-FPGA.
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Table 6.5: Comparison with nv-FPGA
Liquid

Suzuki

Liauw

Metric

Silicon

VLSI

ISSCC

2017 [118]

2012 [84]

CMOS Process

130nm

90nm

180nm

RRAM Type

HfO2

∗

p-MTJ

AlOx

Machine

Power Efficiency (TOPS/W)

60.95

2

0.63

Learning

Area Efficiency (GOPS/mm2 )

188.4

0.2

0.1

Big

Power Efficiency (TOPS/W)

0.48

0.004

0.0013

Data

Area Efficiency (GOPS/mm2 )

0.74

0.0003

0.0002

* Perpendicular magnetic tunnel junction (p-MTJ) devices, another type of nonvolatile memory.

6.6.6

Virtualization Evaluation

This subsection evaluates the performance of the virtualized Liquid Silicon. Specifically,
5 × 5 tiles are grouped together to form one block, which has 25 outputs and 100 input
at each side. For the connection blocks, Fcin is set to 0.15, and Fcout is set to 0.10. The
routing channel consists of segments of length 2 wires, while the switch block type is chosen
to be Wilton [90]. As the purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate that the proposed
virtualization solution can be efficiently extended to Liquid Silicon, so the design space (such
as the block size) is not explored, which is one possible future work. Without completing the
physical design, it is difficult to determine the exact area savings obtained from burying the
routing circuits under the crossbar array using monolithic 3D integration in the virtualized
Liquid Silicon. Thus, the area of the worst case is presented in the evaluation, i.e., the
routing circuits are not buried and the area of these circuits is simply added with the area
of blocks to obtain the overall area results. Nine large benchmarks from MCNC benchmark
set that require at least two blocks are used in the evaluation. The VTR framework is
applied to obtain the performance of the FPGA architecture.
The performance comparison between the virtualized Liquid Silicon and the non-virtualized
one is presented in Figure 6.35. Overall, the virtualized Liquid Silicon reduces the routing
latency by 46.9% compared to the non-virtualized one, indicating that the abstraction-
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Figure 6.35: The area, delay and EDP (energy-delay product) results of mapping application
onto the virtualized Liquid Silicon architecture, which are normalized to those of the nonvirtualized one.
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Figure 6.36: The delay result (left) and the number of tracks per unit length (right) of
mapping application onto the virtualized Liquid Silicon, which are normalized to that of
the FPGA architecture.
architecture co-optimization effectively improves the routing performance. This shorter
routing latency also leads to better energy efficiency (energy-delay product), which is improved by 66.2% in the virtualized Liquid Silicon. Nevertheless, the area of mapping applications onto the virtualized Liquid Silicon is 19.2% larger than the non-virtualized one.
This is mainly caused by the additional FPGA-like routing circuits. The trade-off between
the routing area and routing latency is also one interesting direction to be explored in the
future work.
The performance of the virtualized Liquid Silicon is then compared to that of the FPGA
architecture. As shown in Figure 6.36, the virtualized Liquid Silicon reduces the total
latency by 36.0% compared to FPGA. Moreover, using tiles for local routing within one
block also reduces the global routing pressure. Thus, the virtualized Liquid Silicon also
reduces the amount of required routing resources (in terms of the number of required routing
channels) by 50.2% on average.
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Figure 6.37: The runtime of the compilation framework developed for the virtualized environment is normalized to that of the framework for the non-virtualized one. Results of
sequentially executing all compilation tasks (top) and parallel executing all tasks (bottom)
are presented. Only the key compilation tasks are drawn in the figure for simplicity.
Finally, the compilation time reduction is shown in Figure 6.37. Specifically, the runtime
of the compilation framework for virtualized Liquid Silicon is 2.46× shorter than the one
developed for the non-virtualized one. If performing compilation tasks in parallel, it achieves
5.39× reduction. This reduction is higher than that in the FPGA compilation framework
(Figure 4.13). This is because the simulated annealing algorithm used in Liquid Silicon’s
compilation framework has a higher timing complexity than the algorithm used in FPGA
compilation framework. Thus, partitioning applications and performing the placement at a
smaller granularity are more beneficial in Liquid Silicon.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
A two-level system abstraction is developed for virtualizing the heterogeneous FPGA cluster, which decouples the conflicting requirements from runtime management and offline
compilation. Specifically, the high-level abstraction provides a homogeneous view of the
FPGA resources to simplify the runtime management. It also provides an asynchronous interface for the communication to enable a flexible runtime deployment and support various
inter-FPGA network. An all-to-all network is also included in the high-level abstraction to
provide an efficient support for large FPGA applications with a high rent’s exponent. On
the contrary, the low-level abstraction is designed to be FPGA specific to expose the spatial
resource constraints to the compilation framework to ensure the mapping quality. A synchronous interface is applied in the low-level abstraction so that the compilation framework
can fully utilize the on-chip routing fabric. Simple direct interconnections are included for
the communication that minimizes the amount of resources reserved by the system, thereby
maximizing the amount of resources available to users.
We further show that this two-level system abstraction can be specialized into a singlelevel one to virtualize the homogeneous FPGA cluster. Compared to the two-level system
abstraction, this single-level one reduces the compilation overhead at the cost of a reduced
mapping quality. Thus, it can be utilized for the applications that do not have strict requirements on performance. We also note that due to the reconfigurability provided by
FPGAs, these two system abstractions can co-exist in one homogeneous FPGA cluster to
balance the compilation cost and the compilation quality. This generic two-level system ab152

straction can also be extended to leverage application-specific information to better support
the SaaS model. In this dissertation, we use the application-specific ISA as a case study to
demonstrate this.
A compilation framework is developed for mapping applications onto the two-level system abstraction. The key design principle is maximally reusing the commercial FPGA
compilation tools to minimize the engineering efforts and ensure the compilation quality.
The compilation framework is also extended to support the single-level system abstraction
and the abstraction for application-specific ISA.
Enabled by the two-level system abstraction, a two-level modular runtime system is designed to provide a good extendability across different heterogeneous FPGA cluster. When
a new type of FPGAs is integrated in the cloud, only a new bottom-level controller needs to
be added into the management system without modifying other components. We also provide a heuristic-based resource management policy to minimize the resource waste caused
by the fragmentation issue. This heuristic-based policy can be easily extended to take other
runtime factors into consideration, such as the contention on the DRAM bandwidth.
Finally, we use Liquid Silicon, an RRAM-based homogeneous reconfigurable architecture, as a case study to show that the proposed virtualization solution can be extended to
other spatial reconfigurable architectures. Instead of naively applying the proposed virtualization solution onto Liquid Silicon, the two-level system abstraction and the Liquid Silicon
architecture are co-optimized to maximize the efficiency.

7.1

Limitation and Possible Future Works

This dissertation presents our initial efforts on the virtualization of reconfigurable architectures. Nevertheless, we also note that virtualizing reconfigurable architectures is a more
challenging task than virtualizing traditional computing devices (e.g., CPUs). The major
limitations of this dissertation and several possible future directions are listed:
1. Exploring abstraction-architecture co-design for FPGAs
In order to be applied to commercial FPGA devices, the system abstraction proposed in
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this dissertation is designed under the given architectural constraints. It might be interesting
to explore the abstraction-architecture co-design for the FPGA architecture to answer the
question — how the FPGA architecture should be designed to provide better virtualization
support. Section 3.5.4 discusses several possible modifications on the FPGA architecture
from the perspective of resource utilization. Nevertheless, improving resource utilization is
only one goal of virtualization, and other design goals, such as providing better isolation for
both security and performance, should also be considered when exploring the abstractionarchitecture co-design.
2. Comprehensive exploration on runtime system
This dissertation focuses on the development of the system abstraction and the compilation framework, while only a basic runtime system is provided for evaluating the runtime
performance. A more comprehensive exploration on the runtime system could be one possible future direction. This future direction contains several possible tasks. (1) A better
strategy for sharing peripheral devices, such as on-board DRAM. Specifically, the peripheral
devices are shared in a round-robin manner among physical blocks in the current system
abstraction design, which could be replaced with a more sophisticated strategy to reduce
the performance interference. Moreover, the heuristic-based resource allocation policy could
also be extended to take the peripheral devices into consideration. For instance, the policy
could be modified to avoid deploying two applications that have high demand on the onboard DRAM bandwidth onto the same physical FPGA device to reduce the performance
interference. (2) A comprehensive evaluation on the runtime performance. In particular, it
might be interesting to evaluate the benefits of supporting heterogeneous FPGA clusters,
i.e., the benefits of splitting one application and deploying it onto different types of FPGAs.
This is not well evaluated in this dissertation due to the limited size of the custom FPGA
cluster. (3) A runtime system that provides additional useful features, such as supporting
workload migration for fault tolerance.
3. Better virtualization support for Liquid Silicon
In this dissertation, Liquid Silicon architecture is used as a case study to show that
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the proposed virtualization solution can be extended to other reconfigurable architectures.
Only necessary modifications are applied to the proposed virtualization solution during the
extension, while custom tools are reused as much as possible to minimize the engineering
efforts. Nevertheless, Liquid Silicon architecture provides additional flexibility compared
to the FPGA architecture. For instance, Liquid Silicon architecture has less restricted
constraints on the shape of physical blocks compared to the FPGA architecture. It might
be interesting to further optimize the virtualization solution for Liquid Silicon by exploiting
the unique flexibility provided by the Liquid Silicon architecture.
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